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McLoon Was Host
Fine Time, But Four
Members Of Expedition
Glad To See Dry Land
A. C McLoon was host Sunday to
thc Texaco softball team, taking
the boys on a deep sea fishing trip
aboard the Silas McLoon, Capt.
81dney Sprague at' ^he helm. The
itinerary included fishln; off Seal
Island, Wooden Ball Island, on to
Matinicus and then back to Hew
ett's Isiand, where (cir of the
party were thankful to get on terra
flrma. Diversion for tht time was
chasing sheep, two be'ng captured.
In order not to interrupt the
good fishing, dinner was served
on board, a tasty
of smoth
ered beef, onijpis jgnd com along
with all the fiiln's.' and what food
was left, due chiefly to the lndisposal of Messrs. Seavey, Christoffersen, Knights and Allen, was
well taken care of by Russell “Sea
gull" Bartlett.
A special thrill of the day was
the sight of the high sea break
ing on Three Fathoms Ledge,
breakers that drove the boats out
of their fishing spot once.
The prize in the flshing pool went
to Robert Allen and Roy Mank.
Special guests were Hervey Allen
Sr.. Russell Bartlett Sr., Francis
Orne, softball commissioner, and
John Smith, umpire.
The trip was the result of a
promise made by Mr. McLoon to
the team, if they won the cham
pionship. which they did.
CENTRAL MAINE BONDS

Central Maine Power Company
filed with the Securities Commis
sion Thursday a registration state
ment covering $18,100000 ot 34
percent first and general mortgage
bonds, series L due 1970 and 20.000
shares of $50 preferred stock, 5 per
cent dividend series, cumulative,
The proceeds will be used to redeem
$16,000,000 of 4 percent first and
general mortgage bonds, series G.
due, 1960, at 1064; to pay bank
leans and acquire property.
MRS. BOK'S GIFT
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Children Guidance
Important Work Of the
Parent-Teacher Associa
tion-State Convention
Three million parents in Ameri
ca, believing that the guidance of
children and young people is a co
operative task, working through
Parent-Teacher Associations, are
swinging into action this Fall.
Teachers will understand home
conditions better.
Fathers and
mother will learn more about the
aims and methods of the classroom.
Meetings will be held at which
pupil will demonstrate school acti
vities, where earnest speakers will
give mesages of inspiration and
practical help. Study groups will
be organized. School equipment
items will be provided. Health
corrections
for
underprivileged
children will be made possible.
Communities will come to under
stand more clearly the vital role
which home and school play in the
maintenance and development of
the democratic way of life.
In Maine, the annual State con
vention will be held Oct. 18 and 19
in the Baptist Church in Water
ville. Many of the 6,000 members
from all sections of Maine will be
present for the sessions.
The
theme of the conference will ne
Outdance For Successful Living.
Friday forenoon will be taken up
with convention and committee
business and an address by Dana
Cotton, guidance director, from
the State Department of Education.
The Friday afternoon session
will be addressed by the State
president, Mrs. Austin Jones of
Veazie, and by the National presi
dent, Mrs. William Kletzer of
Portland, Oregon. A panel dis.
cussion on “Ouidance and Our
Children" wtll follow.
Depart
mental groups will then meet for
a discussion of Recreation, School
Lunch Program, Sex Education,
and Mental Hygiene, President
Johnson of Colby College will be
the speaker at the evening ban
quet.
Saturday morning, the election
of officers will be followed by an
I address from Oeorge Nesbitt, chair
man of the National Recreation
Association.
,
Harold B. Clifford,
Boothbay Harbor Rotary Club.

Assurance of a new theatre (or
Tanglewood to be completed for
use by the Berkshire Music Centre
next season come Thursday with the
announcement of a gift of $10,000
from Mrs Mary Louise Curtis Bok.
founder of the Curtis Institute of OSTEOPATHS IN SESSION
Music, Philadelphia
Dr. Serge
Koussevitzky. conductor of the Bos
Prominent Speakers Are On
ton Symphony Orchestra, and direc
the Program At York Harbor
tor of the music centre, announced
Treatment for raising low blood
at the same time he expected the
rest of the funds needed would be pressure (hypotension* and lower
raised shortly.
ing high blood pressure 'hyperten
sion* were described by Dr. Ruth
A. Anderson of Boston at tlie Fall
ST. PETER'S AUXILIARY
Meeting of the New England Os
teopathic Association, which as
PUBLIC SUPPER
sembled yesterday at the Emerson
Saturday Night, 5 to 7
House, .York Harbor. Her paper j
IN THE UNDERCROFT
on low blood pressure. "Hypoten
Tickets 30 Cents
sion: Diagnosis and Successful
114’lt j Treatment” was presented this1
j morning. The problem of normal
izing the blood pressure, from
I either high or low extremes, has
baffled many investigators, and
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Dr. Anderson’s report on her work
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
in this field is awaited with keen
interest.
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Daily at 2.M
Other speakers will be: Dr
Sundays at 1
1 Myron B. Barstow, Boston, "The
Evenings at I * 9
' Tennis Elbow;” Dr. Thomas Burns.
I Boston, "Physical Principles in
SUN., MON.. TUES., WED.
Therapeutics;” Dr Louis R. Farley,
SEPT. 22, 23, 24, 25
i Portland. Me., “Compression Frac' tures of the Vertabrae;” Dr. Frank
: Gants, Providence, president of
the Rhode Lsland Osteopathic So
ciety, "Osteopathic Education."
Dr. Myron G. Ladd, Portland, Is
Chairman of Arrangements; Dr.
I W. Scott Perkins, York Harbor, ts
' in charge of the entertainment,
[ and Dr. Frank W. Cram, of Auburn,
is on the Tournament Committee.
Dr Eldred B Wales of Winthrop,
is Sergeant-at-Arms, and Dr. Al
bert E. Chittenden, Auburn, ts a
Director.

WALDO THEATRE

I OPPOSES THIRD TERM

dsMcrecy that Is oars todayl

CARY GRANT
MARTHA SCOn

theWrahds

The Steuben Society of America
has announced that It will support
! Wlllkie and McNary, delegates to the
j society’s 10th annual convention
I in New York Sunday, cited opposi[ tion to a third term and "to erect! ing a dictatorship here."
____________
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

Gardner’s Lobster Grill
PORT CLYDE
Will Remain Open Until
NOVEMBER 1

LOBSTERS
STEAKS
FRIED CLAMS
STEWS
SANDWICHES PIES
Tel. Tenant's Harbor, 8002-4

No Advance In Prices

114»lt

FOOTBALL
MADISON HIGH SCHOOL
vs.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
AT COMMUNITY PARK, ROCKLAND

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21—2.00 P. M.
Admission 35 Cents
113-114

THREE CENTS A COPT
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Editor. WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]

,

The Courier-Gazette sidetracks its own editorial column
today in favor of extracts from the New York Times—a re
markable pronouncement ln which one of the nation’s leading
newspapers, heretofore a staunch supporter of President
Roosevelt, declares for Wendell L. Willkie. The editorial is not
presented in full because of the fact that it occupies nearly
four columns of space. The editorial follows:
THE CHOICE OF A CANDIDATE
The New Yprk Times supported Franklin D. Roosevelt for
the Presidency in 1932 and again in 1936. In 1940 it will
support Wendell Willkie.
It has made its choice, as all Americans must make their
choice, in one of the great crises of this nation's history. The
liberties of the American people are in danger. A hostile
Power, openly proclaiming its hatred of the democratic way of
life, has swept across Europe and is now battering at the gates
of England, seeking to grasp the eastern approaches to that
Atlantic world ln which our own democracy has lived and
prospered.
We give our own support to Mr. Willkie primarily for
these reasons: Because we believe that he is better equipped
than Mr. Roosevelt to provide this country with an adequate
national defense; because we believe he is a practical liberal
who understands the need of Increased production; because
we believe that the fiscal policies of Mr. Roosevelt have failed
disastrously; because we believe that at a time when the tra
ditional safeguards of democracy are falling everywhere it is
particularly Important to honor and preserve the American
tradition against vesting the enormous powers of the Presi
dency in the hands of any man for three consecutive terms of
office.
DEFENSE OF TIIE UNITED STATES
In the field of national defense we recognize that Mr.
Roosevelt has taken a number of necessary steps, all of which
have had our whole-hearted endorsement, both before he was
ready to take them and later, when he had acted. He has
re-created the Defense Advisory Commission and called some
able men to Washington. He has recommended that Congress
appropriate large funds for defense equipment. He has suc
ceeded ln negotiating leases for new naval and air bases
which are of great potential importance to the defense of the
whole North American continent. He strongly urged Con
gress to adopt a system of compulsory selective military service.
But there are a number of other equally important steps
which Mr. Roosevelt has not taken. He has withheld power
from the Advisory Commission and made it a mere consulta.
tive agency, unable on its own authority to cut the endless red
tape in Washington. He has kept power for himself, tried to
be hls own defense administrator and retained ln his own
hands control of too many detaails of a defense program
which still lacks central planning. He has seemed to regard
the whole business of defense as a sideshow to the ordinary
activities of the country, requiring no fundamental change ln
the hands of the American people and no revision of any of
the policies of his Administration. We find Mr Willkie’s early
call for sacrifice, for hard work, “sweat and toil,” more reas
suring that Mr. Roosevelt's cheerful confidence that we need
not let ourselves become “discomboomerated" by the task that
lies before us.
But all these points, important as they are, only touch
the surface of the matter. At bottom, adequate national
defense means much more than airplanes, tanks and cannon,
even when all of these are actually on hand and not Just “on
order.” It means a nation strong in its economic health and
power, with a thriving industry, full employment, both of
man power and of money, new capital flowing vigorously into
new channels of production. It means, in short, a nation with
gigantic industrial force behind its army and its navy.
The record shows that Mr Rooseevlt has achieved least
success in the solution of this very problem. He has failed to
create the conditions for a confident and expanding business.
It is a reasonable assumption that this same problem can be
managed better by a man who understands business, who has
himself been a part of business, whose interest in business
problems lias been first-hand and continuous rather than
casual and Intermittent, and whose experience includes a suc
cessful personal record in stimulating business and expanding
industrial production
In this field Mr. WiUkie is the professional and Mr Roose
velt is the amateur.
LIBERALISM AND REFORM

Mr Willkie has affirmed hts own belief in the necessity of
reform and his own support of the major reforms of the
Roosevelt Administrations
For ourselves, we welcome the fact that Mr. Willkie stands
pledged to conserve rather than to detroy what is best in Mr.
Roosevelt's reforms.
More than this, we believe that Mr. Willkie could be relied
upon not to make some of the mistakes and not to take some
of the risks which Mr. Roosevelt has made and taken. For
we believe that while Mr. Roosevelt has helped enormously to
awaken the social concience of this country, and that while he
deserves lasting credit for this leadership. Mr. Roosevelt has
also put hls own reforms in peril. He has put them in peril
by ignoring or by failing to understand the fundamental prob
lem of increased production; by encouraging great numbers of
Americans to believe that it is possible to grow richer by
working less and producing less; by fostering the idea that
there exists somewhere a great fund of wealth which has only
to be divided more equitably in order to make everybody pros
perous; by permitting important members of his Administra
tion to preach the doctrines of class Jealousy and class hatred.
Mr Wlllkie stated the case accurately when he said that
"American liberalism does not consist merely in reforming
things; it consists also in making things.” It consists in ex.
panding the production of the necessities and the good things
of life.
We believe that Mr. Willkie understands this crucial point
better than Mr. Roosevelt, and that he would be more likely
to succeed In putting this principle into practice.
“THE ROAD TO BANKRUPTCY”
In the field of fiscal policy our dissent from the course
pursued by Mr. Roosevelt dates from hls flrst year in office.
We expressed this dissent in 1936, even while supporting him
for re-election, and ventured then to express the hope that
he would pursue a more responsible fiscal policy during his
second term ln office. Unfortunately, his course during his
second term has become still more reckless. We cite evidence
at three points to support this statement.
(1) The fantastic silver policy of the Roosevelt Ad
ministration, scarcely begun in 1936, has now grown to almost
incredible proportions. More than two billion ounces of a
metal for which our Government has no earthly use—ap
proximately a hundred times as much sliver as all the silvermines in the United States produced in the year before this
policy began—have been bought by the Treasury at overvalued
prices in an artificial market. This policy makes no sense,
except as a political manoeuvre to win the support of the socalled “silver bloc.” There is only one way to describe such
a policy as this. It leads over the hills to the poorhouse.
(2) The national budget, which was originally to be
budgeted so courageously, has been continuously out of bal
ance since Mr. Roosevelt entered office. The national debt has
more than doubled in seven years. It ts true that the new
defense program has now made a balanced budget hopeless at
the moment. But even before this program was proposed the
Administration was operating under a gigantic deficit and
spending far more money annually than had ever been raised
by taxation in any year in the whole history of the United
States.
(3) The fundamental trouble is that the Administration
has thrown overboard the central fiscal theory in which it pro
fessed to believe, even as late as 1936. lt has abandoned the
idea that the best contribution it could make to re-employ
ment and recovery is to pgt its own fiscal house ln order.

THE THIRD TERM ISSUE
The doctrine of one man’s indispensability is a new doc
trine for this country. It is a doctrine which less scrupulous
men ln Europe have used to root themselves in power.
In the defeat of Mr. Roosevelt and the election of Mr.
Willkie there ls an opportunity to safeguard a tradition with
the wisdom of long experience behind it.

The Rorkland City Band and members of Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L„ will escort the Coast Artillerymen to the Maine Central
depot next Monday morning. Thr contingent will leave on the
regular morning train. Bandsmen will report at the Spri/ig street
Armory at 7 o’clock, and Legionnaires at their hall at the same
hour. The timely suggestion Is made that all places of business
display their curbstone flags while the parade is in progress.
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The Black Cat

THEY LEAVE US MONDAY
C. A. C. Boys Hit the Portland Trail
For Regular Army Life
1 “Pursuant to instructions con- ' Infantry drill filled the rest of the
| tained In executive order No. 8530 morning, and then a free after
j dated Aug. 31, 1940. the 240th Coast noon.
Sunday's schedule includes break- I
Artillery will move from the home
rendezvous to their training cen fast at 8 o'clock, and inspection of
(By The Roving Reporter)
ters in the harbor defenses of Port quarters. The unit will attend
land." So the field order reads, church services in the Baptist |
that sends Battery E on to Port Church, when Rev. Donald Perron
Teacher—What is tlie best ma
John Wood of Tenant’s Harbor
land Monday morning by train, will be assisted by Mr.s. Carl R. terial for tlie manufacture ot has a lior.se which is 34 years old
with Headquarters Battery and Gray. Mr.s. Gray, recently appoint chairs?
and still going strong. He works
ed by the United States Flying AsBattery F of Thomaston.
Smart pupil—Satin.
him evpry day, early and late, and
A new enlistment in Battery E ! sociation as "Lady of the Flag,” an
Uie horse never says "neigh.”
I official appointment for life, will
ls Russell Hewett.
Interesting
things
are
likely
to
be
Thomaston took on a holiday as ! offer a prayer of dedication and
Elmer Allen's friend, Roy, says he
pect Thursday, when Battery F and .speak to the Guardsmen. The said over WEEI Monday morning can answer any questions which ap
when
Lou
Cates
and
Don
Kelsey
the Regimental Band, augmented American Legion and Auxiliary,
pear in Tlie Black Cat column, so
by three army trucks, paraded. and Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of Winslow-Hoibrook Fast attend Mr. Allen sends these: Did you ever
the , early morning broadcast by
Many out of town visitors, as well j have also been invited to attend.
sharpen a blade of grass? Did
Capt. William R. Hoffses ex- Jimmie and Dick and Howell Cul you ever take Uie bark from a ship’s
as local residents and school chil
linan.
These
features
come
over
' tends his thanks to the many ordren crowded the streets.
log? Can you draw water from an
The Battery F Advance Detail 1 ganizatlons in Thomaston and WEEI at 6.30 and 6.50 respectively. ink well? What color is the baric
went yesterday to (Port McKinley, Rockland, for tneir kind treatment
of a dog?
including Sgt. Willard Howard of and generosity shown his unit durLewiston Journal: "The Rockland
Union, Private Merrill Clark of j ing the past week. Tlie Thomas - columnist wants to know if anybody
Nearly a fourUi of the population
Warren, Private Charles Reynolds ton unit was among the invited ever died from eating red flannel in the United States will go to
of Rockland, and Private Willis guests at the dance last night at hash. Some folks are fit to die, school Oils month. Educational
Community building, and will also for not being able to get at any." systems wlll open doors to 32,285,000
Moody.
Today's program started at 7 attend the turkey dinner Sunday Speaking of hash, did anybody ever students, with the largest number in
o'clock, with breakfast, and from night at the Elks Home.
die from eating mince pie?
elementary schools. Tliey will be
Six applications for enlistments
7.30 to 8 was police, or cleaning the
distributed thus, according to esti
quarters followed by inspection of have been received, and are now
W A Babcock, a former Boston mate. 21.550.000 in elementary
quarters and military courtesy. in the process of being completed. i newspaper worker, who had tlie schools; 7.160.000 hign schools; 1,good Judgment to make Rockland 425 000. colleges; 1950.000, evening
I his permanent home, but who will and part time; 50.000 trade and
not stand without hitching when other types; 75.000, nurse training,
anybody suggests a trans-conti and 75,000 business college.
nental trip tells of a letter received
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury treasures an
ln a post office which had for Its
interesting relic of the Worlds
address the following:
Peace Jubilee which was held ln
Wood
Boston 68 years ago It is a malJoan
tese crass on one side of which is
Mass.
The smart postal force figured stamped the names of the partici
that the letter was Intended for pating countries, while on the re
The work of securing public sponsored by the Red Cross and "Joan Under-wood, And-over Mass." verse side is Uie name of a famous
compaser representing each coun
spirited women to aid in the ap financed by Community Chest for See?
try Mrs. Pillsbury's mother, then
proaching canvass of the residen many years, but now the Chest
Eva Fisk; and Mrs. F M Shaw,
has collapsed and in line with naAnd it was Mr. Babcock, who be- ttien Miss Minnie Atkins, were
tial district to be made in behalf
(
sides
being
a
close
observer,
has
a
of the Rockland Nursing Asso
* among Uiose who attended from
strong sense of humor, who told me Rockland.
ciation proceeds. It is always a
of a roadside sign which read—
difficult task to secure the workers,
“Half fried chicken, Just a head." One year ago: David 8 Beach,
but the extreme urgency of the
attending the National Letter Car
present effort should lead many to
I "The Black Cat" found quantities riers Convention In Milwaukee, was
volunteer their services. Workers
of mudscrapers. Now, can he find the recipient of several honors.—
are especially needed in Ward 6.
some old fashioned match boxes?" Tlie dragger Pelican was launched
and any woman who can give a
asks Ebner Allen of Tenant's Har from the Snow yard.—A summary
few hours of her time, is asked to
bor, adding, “Leander Wiley of this of registration showed that 4286
notify Ward 6 captain. Mrs. Ardrey
village has one which Ls more than persons had the right to vote in
Orff, telephone 546-J.
100 years old which he prizes | Rockland.—The new factory had
Volunteers are desired of course
highly.”
1140 on tlie payroll.
in every district because, the more
workers, the less work for each to
do. By Including the Rockland Boy
SPEAKING OF HOGS
Scouts in the present drive, the as
sociation removed the necessity for
Reuben, believed to be the
workers to be called upon to du
largest hog ln Maine, was killed
Members
Are
Told
By
plicate their effort in a later drive.
yesterday at the City Farm.
Abenaki Executive Of
The Salvation Army campaign is
Edwards did the honors,
over, the Home for Aged Women
Work Done By Boy Scouts Pete
and when the hog was dressed
will carry on no campaign this
and weighed, he tipped the
It was Boy Scout day at the Ro
year and the Red Cross will hold
scales at 849 pounds. Reuben was
' its Roll Call in November, hence
tary luncheon yesterday, with Willis about one and one-half years
there will be no financial campaigns
Furtwengler, Scout executive of the old. and since his picture ap
Miss Eliza Steele, who in the
except this.
Abenaki District, acting as spokes peared ln the newspapers, had
Volunteers for canvassing should public mind epitomizes the nursing
gained
statt-wlde
notoriety.
communicate with these ward cap service. It is to make possible the man and guest speaker. The Boy
Many visitors came from distant
Scouts
present
were
Albert
Mills
of
tains. Ward 1, Mary Sylvester; continuance of Miss 8teele's splen
, points, all of whom were amazed
Ward 2, Mrs. J. A. Jameson; Ward did work that the "Nursing" drive the Baptist troop. Charles Havener , at his size. It will interest
of
the
Cougregationalist
troop.
John
is
to
be
staged.
3, Mrs. Frederick Bird and Mrs.
W. Trott (representing the Sea many Rorkland citizens to know
K. A. Rice; (Ward 4, Mrs. O. W.
that Mr. Leonard shipped 12
Soule and Mrs. Frank Marsh; tional policy and through total lack Scouts), and Ralph Hanon of the hogs to Auburn and that the
High
School
troop.
Ward 5, Mrs. Karl OBrien; Ward of funds. Knox County Chapter,
Other guests yeterday were Frank sum of $285 68 goes to the credit
6. Mrs. Audrey Orff and Ward 7, American Red Cross has had to
side of the city books. The
W. Fuller and Oardner Brown of
Mrs. C. 8 Roberts. The objective give up the service.
City Farm still has 40 hogs,
Rockland,
and
Howard
Barnes
of
of this work is to save if possible
The Rockland Nursing Associa
which are fed at no cost to
Boston.
The
visiting
Rotarians
were
the nursing service in Rockland tion is making a valiant effort to
the institution.
and in the schools, conducted so save this service against seeming Frank E. Poland, Boston; Fred W.
long and efficiently by Miss Eliza ly overwhelming odds. It needs Glover, Charlotte, N. C.; A V. El
more, Camden; Prof. Charles A.
Bud Clark s Orchestra was tn
Steele.
The service had been your help.
Holden, Hanover, N. H.; and John fine fettle last night at Community
Brewer, Lewiston-Auburn.
'JEFFERSON LOBES IT
Building when it played for th#
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton, absent for
State Forestry
Commissioner
complimentary
farewell dance for
several weeks, because of an infec
Raymond E. Rendall ts advised by
the 240th C.A.C. Over 270 couples
tion,
was
welcomed
back.
' the Army First Corps area, Boston,
Plans concerning the Fall con participated in the thoroughly suc
that the forestry CCC camp at
clave to be held at Poland Spring cessful affair and the community
EVERY SATURDAY NITE Jefferson would be closed next Sept.
may well be grateful to Mr. Clark
26-28. were discussed
At
Tuesday, and the 200 men and
The talk by Executive Furtweng and hls boys, the board of Com
equipment moved to North Wood
munity Building and the many
GLEN COVE
ville. N. H. "The reason for the ler presented some Interesting (and merchants and citizens who aided
camps' closing,” said Rendall, "is gratifying) comparisons in regard in making the affair possible.
Music By
to Boy Scout work. For instance,
because all the approved work
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
projects set up for lt have been Rockland had but one troop in 1935,
Three hundred thousand nurses
with but 36 members; today the city
Admission 35c and 35c, plus tax completed."
acknowledges flve troops with an are employed in 6000 hospitals In tho
United States.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette aggregate of 130 members. During
the same period the growth In the
Tlie Courier-Oazette Want Ads
State has been from 652 members work
wonders.
to 1280
The Boy Scouts will continue as
a non-military organization. Mr.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Furtwengler assured his listeners. tt I had mj life to live again I
He told of the flne work the Boy would have made a rule to —e-C —
and listen to aome muelc el
Scouts are doing in Great Britain poetry
least once a week. The loaa ot theee
during the war crisis. One thousand tastes le a loea of h‘pp'—>. Charlw
boys evacuated from that area to Darwin
Australia were all Boy Scouts be
CALIBAN IN THE COAL MINES
cause they know how to take care Ood we don't like to complain:
We know that the mine ls no lark.
of themselves.

NURSING SERVICE NEEDS HELP
Volunteers Desired To Aid Women’s
Division—No Other Financial Drives

K.

The Rotary Club

DANCING

PLEASANT ST. BRIDGE

CLOSED

The Pleasant Street Iron Bridge Is Closed to

all vehicular traffic until further notice.
Per order,
City of Rockland,
E. R. Veazie, Mayor.

Past Exalted Ruler Robert Brewer
of the Rockland Elks Club has been
appointed a member of the State
Association National Defense Com
mittee, the chairman of which is
Ernest C. Simpson, president of tlie
Maine Elks’ Association.
Russia has Uie world's largest
library. Located at Moscow, it con
tains 12,000,000 volumes.

Bm there's the pools from the rain:
But—there a the cold and the dark.
Ood. You don't know what lt le—
You. In Your well-lighted sky—
Watching the meteors whizz;
Warm, with a sun always by.
Ood. lf You had but the moon
Stuck In Your cap for a lamp.
Even You'd tie of lt so in.
Down ln the dark and the damp.
Nothing but blackness ab>ve
And nothing that moves hut the
cars Qod. lf You wish for our love.
Fling ua a handful of stars.

—Louis Uutermeye< j

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

And many nations shall come,
and say. Come, and let us go to the
mountain of the Lord, and to the
house of the God of Jacob; and he
will teach us of his ways, and we
will walk in his paths.—Micah 4: 2.

Every-Other-Day
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Thomaston From The Air

The Great Outdoors
Nimrods and Anglers Are
Having Some Great
Fall Sport

By the Pupils

Rare Opportunity
Vote For Willkie, Business
Man, Appeal To Inde
pendents and Democrats

Girls Glee Club by Mrs. Rogers.
The Boys Glee Club will be direc
ted this year by Mr. Edwards of
Junior High.

From a great variety of conflict- I To: Independent Voters and
ing reports the consensus seems to Democrats:—
be that Fall fishing although 1 This is a Presidential election
spotty, is well above par. There year when we can well afford, if
• • • •
has been very little fly fishing ex- | necessary, to disregard all party
The fortnightly Home Economics
cept in the northern areas as the I affiliations and vote for the first
To The Indies. Little, Brown &
weather has remained warm but j (,me [n our Uves fQr
„buslnesg
Club meeting was held Friday morn
Co., publishers.
trollers are having good luck. Some
ing. and members chose these com
By C. S. Forester, author of Cap
of the best spots within the past 1 man" for President. To my mind
mittees: Club Calendar. Vera Payweek have been Moosehead. the i it would be well worth the expert
tain Horation Hornblower and a
son. Eloise Law. Janet Shannon and
Rangeleys. Kennebago, Damaris- ment and a grand opportunity to
number of other books that stand
ports Weymouth; Club Budget,
1 cotta Lake. Grand Lake and the note results.
out in memories, pleasures and
Beatrice Philbrook, Ruth Wotton
Fish River Chain while Sebago and
Even Mr. Roosevelt's admirer In
thrills.
and Pauline Beal; Smocks. Peggy
the Belgrades have given up some both parties can well afford to
Admirers of this author are
Havener, Jane Packard, Virginia
fair catches.
pass him by for a Third Term In
•watching expectantly for his books, i
Foster and Ruth Johnson; Betty
The season closes on Sept. 30 order to take advantage of this un
knowing well they will encounter | The flrst Freshman class meet Lamp Pins, Marion Harrington.
except
for
the
Rangeley
region
usual situation.
enough excltement'and stirring ro- j ing was held this week, when these Ruth Johnson, Jane Packard and
which will keep open until Oct. 1st
class officers were elected: Presi
I agree with Mayor La Guardia
mance to hold their undivided at
Maxine Cheyne; Hobbies, Evie
with a one fish per day limit. J. that Mr. Roosevelt would not
dent, Lincoln McRae; vice presi
tention through to the end and
Smith,
Sylvia
Hooper;
Booth.
Ruth
Lewis York of Kennebago Lake qualify for the presidency of a
dent, Raymond Chisholm: secre
Wishing for more.
is especially enthusiastic about utility corporation. He has not had
tary. Ruth McMahon; treasurer. Wotton. Peggy Havener. Eloise Law,
We have never had satisfying
that region while Gordon Fraser actual business training and ex
Betty Holmes; student council. Vera Payson, Virginia Haskell and J
stories of Columbus' thrilling and
Center. Morse's Boat Shop with fisherman being built. The street in the foreground ts Water street. The continues to send reports of ex
Charles Seaman and Virginia Pauline Beal—Ruth Wotton, Club
perience, but I do not agree with
hazardous voyages; and we have
Reporter.
street on the left is Wadsworth street. Lower left, Dunn. Elliot A Co.’s coal yards and docks. Black streak cellent fly fishing in the thorough
William.
the Mayor when he claims that a
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wanted more realistic tales of these
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on right is strut on plane. White square tn water center is raft at Bathing Beach.—Photo by W. Strong.
fares of the Fish River lakes.
president of a large utility cor
adventures. Mr. Forester is more
A rousing rally was held Friday
Herb Allan writes that the boys poration could not make good as
Members of the Senior and Ju
than Ingenious; he plants deep in
afternoon with today's game as its
have been taking Atlantic salmon President of the United States. A
nior
High
faculty,
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families
ones mind the conviction that
objective.
from the Dennys River and the successful business man must
every word must be founded on and friends, have accepted an invi
other day Reddy Ftske of New necessarily have not only the abil
tation
from
Principal
and
Mrs.
truth and makes his readers wish
Canaan. Conn., hocked five good ity to deal with human nature,
Something About the
But Many Fight Fans Saw
they could have experienced flrst Blaisdell to spend Sunday at their
sized fish ln two hours using Nos. which is essential in public life,
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Sidney.
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are
hand, some if not all of the enter
Properties Uncle Sam Ac Jackie Fisher As The
6 and 8 double hook and Black but also sound judgement on fi
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go.
prises that hold the mind as scene
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Dose fly.
quires From John Bull
Winner
nancial matters.
after scene of shipwreck and
Elroy Johnson reports that tuna
An outstanding business man
Ten
members
of
the
Senior
class
stormy weeks piled up history for
“The bases acquired by the
Danny Needham of Bath won
have taken another spurt at Bailey may be guilty of corporate selfish
these captains of hazard and bold spoke to Miss deRochemont's
Island with several boats landing ness in working for the Interest of
j United States from Great Britain the decision over Jackie Fisher last
Freshman civics classes on senool
undertakings. .
the bluefins. Mackerel and pollock j bj own corporation but that same
activities
this
week.
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,
sweep
like
an
inverted
questlonnight
in
the
main
event
at
Park
This young man is still full of
are still schooling along the coast. . matj has a broader purpose when
years for writing and will always Norton spoke on "The Press Club;"
| mark from Newfoundland on the 1 street Arena. Fisher gave NeedRichard Fossett of Damariscotta working for the interest of his
: north.
southwestward
through J ham as good a fight as he will
keep us watching for his heroic Ruth Seabury. 'Girls Glee Club;"
saw an enormous fish in a pool • country. If the welfare of humanveins of thought. Little Brown Elmer Havener, “Boys Glee Club;”
Bermuda and the Bahamas, south j ever have, landing plenty of punchbclow Poole s saw mill in the Pema- ny an(j of his country' is the moand Company bring out his books Arlene Hill and Lena Cuccinello.
, to Jamaica, eastward to Trinidad es. and the last three rounds of
quid River recently and netted it. ! tive for thu • corporate selfishness,"
ln artistic makeup and excellent Girls’ Athletics;' Lucille Connon.
1 and British Guiana, and north- I the six-round bout were packed
Identified as a Chinook salmon s0 mUch the better.
"Home Economics Club;" Shirlene
print for reading.
i ward again to St. Lucia and ’ with action
the fish was 40 inches long and i Let us grasp this rare opportunMcKinney, “Orchestra and Band;"
K. S. F.
Antigua.' says a special bulletin I k O. Brierley of Belfast and
tipped the scales at 40 pounds flat. I lty and vote for the business man
Arthur Brewer. "Boy Scout Troop;"
from the National Geographic So- i Young Cooney of Bowdoinham put
The other day a 35-pound Chinook | —Wendell l. Willkie!
James Moulaison, “Student Coun
THREE KING CIRCUS
j clety. From Newfoundland, the ' on a semi-final that Referee Jack
was caught in Charles York's float
John Harsen Rhoades.
cil; " and Irving McConchie, "Boys'
northernmost base, to British OBrien announced was the hard
ing trap off Pemaquid Point. The
27 West 44th Street.
Nancy Savage Corrects Wrong
Athletics."
Guiana,
on
the
mainland
of
South
est
fought
bout
that
he
had
ever
boys down that way are all excited
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New York City
Impression Which May Have
America, southernmost of the bas refereed. Cooney won the decis
over these record breakers and
Been Gathered
The first meeting of the Press
es. ls an airline distance of ap ion. and he set a fast pace for
have requested Sea and Shore
Club was held Wednesday morning
proximately 2700 miles.
Britrley to keep up with.
Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
in the library, with Mrs. Ludwick
“Newfoundland is one of the
Bobby Pooler of Waterville won
Oreenleaf to have a fishway built
Just a few lines this morning, a.- as faculty advisor. She will be
✓N Z\
XV A
X\
most important of the base loca the top prelim on a knockout over
in a dam at the mouth of the
ZS A
the busy hospital day begins.
aided by Geraldine Norton, editortions, guarding the northern ap- Buster Robinson of Thomaston.
river. Some believe that the Chin
News
Items
from
all of the Pa
It has come to my knowledge that in-chief; Priscilla Brazier, news
Margaret Bennett
proaches by air and water to Cana- - who substituted for Jabber Hastings
ooks came through the screen on
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
what I wrote about there sometimes editor;
Ruth Goldberg, Pearl
here.
Biscay Pond and found their way
Miss Bennett Is a new member da and the United States. It ex- The event stopped in the second
being a good imitation of a three- Smith. Joan Ripley. Eleanor Porter.
tends lor approximately 400 miles round.
3ARBARA READ, darK - nairea into the sea.
ring circus here in the wards has Philip French, Virginia Bowley. of the faculty, coming from north and south across the Gulf I The prelim was stopped in the little
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Canadian girl, today is well
Waiter ButYwy'Arthur'B^ewZr. 'and OuUf?rd Hlg> *°
‘he Place °f
A three-act comedy drama “Betty,
been somewhat misunderstood
of St. Lawrence, the widened third round. Young Tippy of Rock- vn her way to stardom, follow
Sumner
Towne.
Brookline. Mass, the Girl o' My Heart" will be pre
Miss
Mary
Haskell
ln
the
commer

I referred ln no way to the John Knight, associate editors.
ing
her
work
in
leading
roles
for
mouth of the St. Lawrence River. ' port winning on a technical over
nurses or personnel of the Hospital, The officers are Richard Brown. cial deoartment. .She..teaches con-. Newfoundland’s famous Botwood Happy Skinner. Harold Marston, RKO Radio. Born in Port Arthur. striped bass expert who is con- sented Monday night at Grand View
Dntario, on a December 29. Bar- dieting a survey of the_ Maine ! Orange hall. Northport. Dancing
president;
Eleanor
Porter,
vice
sumer
edu
.
c
ation
;
bookkeeping.
and
but only to the innocent fun creat
airfield, used at one time by the ' in the best fight of his young ca- oara went to California as a fishery for Sea and Shore Fisheries
will follow the show, and refresh
ed by the patients themselves. We president Doris Gatti, secretary: 5I commercial arithmetic.
Pan American transatlantic clip- reer, won a decision over Junior youngster. Her parents settled in is all excited over the surf fishing ments will be served under the su
• •
remarked among ourselves that the Ruth Seabury. treasurer.
The
n»»nMnn I Pws- and recently by American- Miller, of Belfast in the opener.
Laguna Beach, where she began possibilities at Old Orchard Beach. pervision of Mrs. Thelma Wood and
humor was like that one hears at only form of club dues ls the ac- The annual Freshman reception, bujH w#j. planes flQwn {()
--------------------------------------------tttending school in the little sea- He hooked several stripers at the | Mrs. Mary Ames
a three-ring circus, and who doesn't tivtty ticket, and it ls important 8iv«n by the Seniors took place last
about 2 00Q mUes west gnd
side artists’ town and looking for
Venezuela,
is
1862
square
miles
in
enjoy the dry humor and amusing that each member have his ticket iu8ht in the gym. providing three -llghtly
olays and pageants to join. For mouth of Ooosefare Creek on the '
from
coast of
extent
and
has
a
population
of
The Social Club of East Waldo
years she was a prominent figure south end of the beach in the surf.
repartee of a circus? To my mind, at the next meeting. Monday ‘10Urs„ °f
and ,g°od fuu , Ireland. It is 950 miles southwest
theres no better fun. I did not morning
The first issue of the for all. The Freshman girls, upon of the southern tip of Greenland. 412000. On the basis of produc in every theatrical event within He says that others have been boro were guests Wednesday of
mean there was the noise of a circus "Highlite," the organ of the club, arriving, were presented green "hair I ••Portugal's Azores Islands are tion it ls one of the most valuable miles, and while in high school in taken near Pine Point on the north the Grange Sewing Circle ln South
1933 she was spotted by a screen
at all.
will be on sale Oct. 1—Eloise Law ribbons.” the boys, green "neck-1 1400 miles to the southeast, and of England s West Indian colonies. scout and signed to a film con beach. Towne also reports taking Warren, with an attendance of 34.
“
St.
Lucia,
one
of
the
Windward
fish from the Little River ln Wells, Other guests were Mrs. Alice
ties,
”
and
both,
later
on.
with
green
,
Every patient likes a nur.se with a
Bermuda is 1100 miles to the Islands only 200 miles north of the tract. She thought her career was the Mousam and the Dunstan
pleasant smile and kind word and
The six members of the Home lollipops, as befitting their station. southwest. Newfoundland is of Island of Trinidad, has an excellent all settled, but the studio where River at Pine Point during the Hoffses oof White Plains, N. Y„
Mrs. James Packard of Allandale
she worked evidently felt she was
A quiz program was conducted greatest importance as an air base
our nurses do credit to the dignity Economics Club who have been ln
harbor. Its area of 238 square toq young for important parts, past few days. Towne is making j p]a„ Miss Blanche Washburn of
of the Hospital. As for the Hospi charge of selling ice cream and with the Freshman class officers as
in mid-summer when a short mjieg supports a population of and at the end of six months her a thorough survey of several , Auburn and Mrs. Josie Hyler of
tal. no such Institution as Knox candy this week are Jane Packard, contestants. Elmer Havener as mas
contract was dropped. Many girls streams and from his reports the Rockland. Dinner was served, and
period of good weather makes fly- ;ltxiut 65.C30. mostly negroes,
Hospital even remotely resembles a Janet Shannon, Virginia Foster, ter of ceremonies, Maynard Green
ing relatively easy across the , -The southernmost of the de would have been broken-hearted department plans to produce the afternoon spent at beano.
circus. As I’ve said before, it's a Pauline Beal. Ruth Johnson, and as the questioner, and Everett Spear North Atlantic.
fense bases will be located in Brit at this, but Barbara merely made charts to guide anglers to the best
place for mending broken bodies, a Beatrice Philbrook.
| and Perry Margeson as the judges.
"The defense base at Bermuda, j ish Guiana. Britain's only terri up her mind to try again, and re fishing spots.
On the refreshments committee
turned to Laguna Beach, where
t place of hope and also of stern real
After presenting a prize to the win- next to the south from Newfound
tory on the mainland of South she joined the Community Play
* • • •
I Tuesday at the meeting of Warities.
Horatio Knight. Edith Carr. ] ner, the school song was sung.
land, is within 1.000 miles or less America. It will give the United ers and plunged into intensive
Nlmrods are getting in readiness j ren Orange will be Miss Leona
Please print this at your earliest Aimee Karl, and Albert Havener | The initiation rites were superlmof every important port on the At- states, a base some 1.460 miles east study of dramatics. The training for the hunting season which gets I Sidellnger, Arthur Wotton, and
opportunity that any mistaken im have been elected as members of 1 posed by George Wood, Jr., and inlantic coast of North America, both of tbe panama Canal and about proved highly valuable, and when
pression may be corrected.
the Junior High Student Council eluded tugs of war, riding of tri in the United States and Canada, equidistant from the Canal and the another studio “discovered” her underway October 1st with bear, I Mrs. Emma Norwood.
• • • •
rabbits, grey squirrels, ducks, geese
I feel that I am slowly gaining for this year.
cycles, shaking hands blindfolded, It is about 800 miles from Norfolk. bub
of the soUth Atlantic, Na- three years later she was experi and partridge in the offing. From
A
program
by the Mill River
enced enough to make good and
and again thank all friends for
speeches, walking over pans of
... __j
New York. Boston and the Nova tai on the projecting 'shoulder' of score in several pictures, among all reports game is plentiful and Ramblers will be given Tuesday
messages, etc., being unable to write
Miss Maxine Knights, a Senior w ater, and other harmless cere- ■ geOtia ports, it lies about 1800 Brazil
them “Three Smart Girls.” Since the season should be a banner one. night at Highlands Grange hall,
personally to each.
at University of Maine, is practice ' ii'jrt ohvfv.miiiroC nmvirtod mnsir!
from the Alores' The Eng-i -Antigua, in the northern half that time she has played in such
Reports of lots of ducks are be East Warren.
Nancy S. Savage
teaching in the Home Economics
• • • •
f
i nr n fnr the remainder of the llsh channel P°rts of Britain
of the sweeping arc of islands that pictures as “Make Way for To ing received from all along the
department. While in the city, for dancing for the remainder of the j nore than 3.000 miles a the north- < euan<s the eastern doorwav to the morrow," and for RKO Radio in
The
Owls
Head
Orange will meet
coast
and
plenty
of
marches
will
united States <, onlv X
eastern doorway to tne “Sorority House,” “Married and
There are said to be In the neigh she is residing at the home of evening, amid decorations of green
, I . v, ,
-i
east- lne uniiea oiates is out) Caribbean Sea. is about 200 miles in Love” and "The Spellbinder, vie with Merrymeeting Bay for top Monday night at the Town Hall.
borhood of 80 firms in the United Mrs. Fred Fernald, Amesbury nredrtLht r^ns C»ndvd»nbd ire cream one'flfth as dlstant' since CaP< north of St. Lucia and 260 miles
which resulted in her assignment honors on the opening morning.
States that have been in business street.
ored balloons. Candy and ice cream Hatteras is 640 miles west and east of Puerto Rico.
Japan has started a second na
Partridge are numerous with
to “Curtain Cal" in which she
• • • •
for over 100 years, and still remain
were sold at the booth by Irvi'ig sUghtly north.
plays opposite James Elison. She many young birds on account of tionwide survey of gold and gold
“
Antigua
is
valuable
as
a
stra

Helene
Carnes.
'39.
has
joined
the
in tlie male line of the families of
McConchie and his aids. Many par.
"Bermuda's subtropical cluster tegically-set watchdog on the route is five feet two inches tall and a late hatch. The woodcock situa articles owned by private citizens,
the founders.
list of post graduates.
ents, teachers and friends were pres of more than 150 islands, enclosed
to the Panama Canal. It is the weighs 105 pounds, with dark tion is still problematical with with a view of acquiring additional
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ent at this first social of the year.— within a living barricade of coral
b-own hair and blue eves.
metal.
many conflicting reports.
center
and seat of government of
Louise Harden of the Senior Priscilla Brazier.
reef about 10 miles in dameter. al Britain's Leeward Islands. It is
From all the bear stories being
shorthand class has been stenogra
ready serves as Britain's base for situated less than 40 miles north
it would appear that bruin pulled on a light, a big bear took
pher to Principal Blaisdell this IN FOR A SURPRISE
First Church of Christ, I received
the British Navy's 'America and of Guadaloupe, one of France's
is mighty plentiful and ln for a a quick look as surprised as Wil
week.
West Indies' fleet. During the colonial possessions whose status
' lot of trouble. Add to the count liams. turned toes and crashed out
• • • •
Scientist
Citizens Will Open Eyes When
World War the United States following the German conquest of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
less folks who have found them in of the window. He had come in
Next Tuesday's assembly program
They See New Dodge, Says
Navy's Base 24 also was located ; tbe motherland is still undeter
Announces
1 their kitchens ln the wilderness through the kitchen door, eaten two
will be given by Coach Matheson
Luke
A E’ree Lecture on
there. It is some eight square mined. ’
| areas the case of Jack Williams of blueberry pies and had wandered
and his football squad.
miles ln area and affords sheltered ,______
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
j Nicatous Lodge over on Nicatous into the bedroom.
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With
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prophesies
down to 66 feet in depth
By
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Lake who thought a rbig one was
Miss Steele, R. N. has been con that motorists will be surprised and 1 anchorage
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for a width of more than three
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are that more non
ducting her annual Senior and Ju delighted with the styling, mech
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the other night. Awakened from residents came to Maine for fishing
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are
,
Borrow “On Your Own” . . . We
a sound sleep Jack saw a large ob this year than last and due to a
means that she has been weigh tures of the new cars and trucks
Member of the Board of Lecture,
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ject in his room. Suddenly a combination of circumstances the
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Navy and the Pan American Clip- ,
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this
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nature. And our New, Shorter
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America’s New Bases Needham Got The Nod Career Story
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Voices are being

tried

out for

war interfered,

“Trinidad, close to the shore of

TALK OF THE TOWN

Initiation is in prospect at the
Elks meeting Tuesday night; like
wise one of the house committee’s
fine suppers.

The Army Air Corps

“Bill'' Sharp Is nursing a lame
knee cap from overstress in foot
ball work. He is soon to leave for
his Harvard studies.

Civil War Vets

Desirable Chances For
Traininq Are Offered To
Young Men

Rev. Corwin Olds' condition is
greatly improved at the Fort Banks
Station Hospital, Winthrop. Mass.
The Army Air Corps greatly en
Sept 23—Northport—Comedy driuna Messages from friends will doubt
"Betty, the Girl O’ My Heart" bt
larged
will be in need of thousands
less add to his pleasure in con
Grand View Grange hall.
of skilled men qualified along lines
Sept 23 —Rockport— Baptist Wo valescence.
men's Missionary Conference at Bap
peculiar to aviation. In order to
tlrt Church.
Sept 27—Thomaston Garden Club
Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Depart care for this increase the Air Corps
meets at Baptist vestry.
ment president of the Ladies of the Technical Schools at Chanute Field,
Sept 29 Standard Time resumed.
Oct. 1-Boothbay Harbor Lincoln GAR. inspected Phil Sheridan Illinois, and Lowry Field, Denver,
Sagadahoc Teachers' Convention.
Oct 3 Waldoboro
Parent-Teacher Circla Wednesday, accompanied by Colorado, are being rebuilt, and
Ass'll meets at Feyler Corner school- Mrs. Minnie Smith, department when completed will be able to ac
house.
commodate almost any desired num
Oct 5 Competitive examinations for press correspondent.
West Point or Anuapollfc..Ln this city.
ber oi men for this highly special
Oct. 19—Draft registration day
Alderman Louis R. Cates is hav ized training. These schools are
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro
County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi ing his annual vacation from the much better equipped, and will im
torium
olfice of the Vinalhaven & Rock part better instructions than any
LaForest Colson has entered land Steamboat Co., timing it so like civilian school in the United
as to attend the national conven States—and this without cost to
Knox Hospital for treatment.
tion of the American Legion in enlisted men. In fact they receive
pay while learning.
Boston.
Yale Goldberg Ls a patient at the
T}ie Army plans to train thou
Central Maine Sanitorium in FairCapt. Ilenrv R. Huntley, who was
The Finnish Relief Benefit party- sands of men as specialists in all
Held.
>7'
one of the last survivors in Rockland
sponsored by Irving Sawyer at Aunt the technical subjects relating to
the maintenance and operation of
Dr. J. F. Burgess and Dr. B. F. Lydia's Tavern, Thursday night, was aircraft and its accessories. These
Knox Lodge, 1.0OF., meets Mon
Burgess will attend' the graduate ably carried out by the Finnish Re men will be used to fill existing va day at 7.30 for important business
clinic ln Portland' tomorrow and lief committee. About 200 attend cancies in Air Corps organizations, and second nomination ol officers.
ed and $24.46 was realized from the
Monday.
both in the United States and ln
party.
Take your own lunch—if you
foreign possessions. The number
Vesper A. Leach and Oliver In
want to eat. That's the word in
to
be
trained
will
be
divided
among
A very special sort of a public
graham have returned from a 10selected Civilians Schools, and regard to the Lions picnic at Cres
day buying trip in the New York supper will be held, 5 to 7 o’clock two Air Corps Technical Schools cent Beach Inn next Tuesday night.
tonight at St. Peter’s Undercroft
and Boston markets.
Rain or shine.
and thereby hangs a tale. The mentioned above, as follows:
At
Selected
Civilian
Schools,
sub

The Sunshine Society will meet point is that in Thursday's issue ject, "Airplane Mechanics," ap
Mrs. William R. Chapman of
with Lena Merrill, Rankin street. tangled types made this newspaper proximate number of students. Bethel, wife of the late director
say
that
the
price
of
this
supper
to
Monday afternoon. Everyone wel
of the Maine Music Festical, was
the public was 35 cents. The fact 1000
come, Plenty of work.
briefly a visitor in Rockland yes
At
Chanute
Field,
Rantoul,
Illi

ls that only 30 cents ls required to
nois—Airplane Mechanics, IOjOOO terday, with a group of friends.
buy
,any
St.
Peter's
supper,
and
Dr. H. V. Tweedie will lead the
Aircraft Machinists, 500; Aircraft
meeting at Ingraham's Hill Sunday the one tonight is still 30 cents, Welders, 500; Aircraft Metal Work
Mr. and Mrs. Marston W. Wood
at 3 p. m. Special music on the though it is extra special.
ers, 600; Parachute Riggers, 500; man of Portland and Miss Florence
harp and piano will be given.
Carburetor Specialists, 250; In Minot of East Milton. Mass., were
Election of officers was held
strument Specialists, 600; Electri in the city (Mr. Marston's former
Wednesday night the young peo Tuesday night at the meeting of cal Specialists, 500;
Propeller home) yesterday enroute for Bar
ple of the Rockland Methodist Ep Miriam Rebekah Lodge, and single Specialists, 350; Radio Repair and Harbor.
worth Leage held an outdoor so private installation will be held Oct. Operation, 3.000; Link Trainer
cial and corn roast on Juniper hill. 8 of these officers: Noble grand, Specialists, 100 Weather Specialists,
Donald Merriam went Wednes
The attendance was large and the Mrs. Ora Woodcock of Thomaston 150.
day to Wilbraham, Mass., to re
vice grand, Mrs. A. H. Robinson; re
weather was perfect.
At Lowery Field, Denver, Colora sume teaching at Wilbraham
cording secretary, Mrs. Nettie Stew
do—Aircraft Armorers, etc., 2000; Academy. Part of his Summer va
Luther Bickmore Traverse street, art; financial secretary, Mrs. Luke
Photography (air and ground), 600; cation was spent at Wolfeboro, N.
who has been on the yacht, Tara, Davis; treasurer. Miss Therese
Clerks (Administrative, Supply En H., where he was a tutor at Wolfe
out of New York for the past two I Smith; trustees, O B. Lovejoy, Miss
boro Camp.
gineering and Operations). 2.400.
seasons, ls now a student tt the Doris Hyler and Miss Mabel HardOnly regular enlisted men of the
With a mind intent upon his
Massachusetts School of Optometry ing.
Army will be given this training,
forthcoming duties as a member of
in Boston.
and no one will be trained as a
the next House of Representatives
Compensation for the end of
The flrst home football game of Summer are the many beautiful civilian. The term of enlistment Albert C. Jones still finds lt second
is
three
years.
Anyone
who
de

the season will be played this aft gardens now in their maturity.
nature to take note of motor car
sires to enlist should apply to the
numbers. Thursday he espied an
ernoon at Community Park at 2 | Mrs. Lilian Copping’s colorful disnearest
Army
Recruiting
Office.
o'clock, when Rockland High will play of "painted daisies” or single
Hlinois car wiJJi the figures
Suitably
qualified
unmarried
men,
play Madison High in what promis asters, at her Limerock street home
1.668.070.
citizens of the United States, be
es to be a fast game.
ls attracting wide attention, as tween the ages of 18 and 35 years,
A representative of the Augus'a
does her sleepy harbingers of
The Congregational Sunday School Springtime that blossom Into cro are eligible, but applicants under Field Office of the Social Security
will resume classes this Sunday. cuses. usually among the flrst to 21 years of age are required to Board will be at the Post Office
Church services will begin on Sept. appear in the city. There Is a have the written consent of their in the Deputy Collector's Office.
29 with Rev. Madison A. Hart, D. D. continual change of scenery, bright parents or guardian.
Rockland. Sept. 25. 12 noon to 3 p.
Upon acceptance by the Recruit m. He will be pleased to assist ap
of Kentucky, supplying the pulpit J flowers from early Spring up"uli
ing Officer, each man then becomes plicants who may wish to file claims
during the absence of the pastor, the last blossom fades away in the
a private of the Regular Army and
cold breezes of an approaching is paid $21 per month, plus board, or to assist them ln other matters
When Milton M. Griffin, clerk Winter.
pertaining to Old-Age afld Sur
also medical and dental service vivors Insurance.
of courts awoke at his Spruce Head
free, uniforms and other clothing
cottage this morning he found
BORN
(except civilian clothing). He is
himself looking a huge bull moose
Dr Bradford Burgess, State di
Ingraham At Chicago. Sept 19. to
square ln the face. Rubbed his Mr. and Mr- Carl Ingraham (Eliza then assigned to an Air Corps Sta rector. has charge of arrangements
Philbrook I. a son
tion where he is given basic train for the Graduate Clinic in Examina
eyes to make sure it wasn't a beth
Davis At Clark Island. Sept 17. to
dream. And then his two protec Mr and Mrs Bernard Davis, a son— ing in the duties of a soldier. Dur tion and Correction of the eyes of
Jr
ing this training the soldier makes children of school age which will
tors swung Into the game—two Bernard.
Glover -At Knox Hospital. Sept 19.
poodle dogs, neither of which ls to Mr and Mrs Howe Olover, a son— application to attend school in be conducted by Dr. A M. SkeffingJohn.
any of the foregoing selected sub ton , St. Louis, director of the
more than 15 Inches long, leaped Samuel
Curtis At Northport. Sept IS, to
from the cottage with a terrific Mr. and Mrs William M Curtis, a jects. He is then given tests to Graduate Clinic Foundation for Re
insure that he has the ability to search In Optometry, Sept. 22 and
racket, and their tiny faces fairly daugher.
pursue the course which he has 23 in Portland at the Hotel Eastdistorted with anger and excite
MARRIED
selected. Such test consists of a land for the Optometrists of Maine
ment. What could a thousand—At Camden. Sept mental alertness test and a mathe
pound moose do under such cir 18.Wilson-Thompson
Dr. Skefflngton is a nationally
Joseph F Wilson of Camden and
cumstances He tor? through the Miss Edith M Thompson of Matlnlcus. matical examination which covers known authority on Optometry and
woods like an armcred tank, and J Elwell-Franch At Nobleboro. Sept, the subjects of arithmetic and al noted research worker in the cor
did not stop until the terrible 18 Kenneth 8 Elwell. Jr.. Mias Alda gebra. To be able to pursue these rection of obscure eye troubles.
if...' French, both of Nobleboro. By Rev courses, many of which are highly
poodles were lost to sight. Moral, j Eric m. Robinson
technical, men should possess a
do not park in the wild animal
------------------Three members of the adjutant
high school education of its equiv general's department will enter ac
zone without Poodle Protection.
DIED
In any event, applicants tive Federal service Monday, be
Thomas—At
Camden.
Sept.
20. alent.
Woodbury, son of Mr and are required to pass a test before cause of the vast increase in duties
Now is the time to transplant Howard
Mr- Clarence Thomaa. aged 19 months
evergreens and flower bulhs.
While At Rockland. Sept 19. Jane being ordered to one of these of that department due to the forth
P White, aged 71 years, 4 months. 24 schools.
coming draft of Army trainers. In
days Funeral Sunday at 2 p m from
If, upon completion of these tests, addition to Maj. Charles D. Bart
Beano, G AR. hall Monday, 2 Russell funeral home. Rev. John Smith
D D.. will officiate Interment the applicant ls selected to attend lett of Augusta, wno has been as
p. m. Sept. 23: two free prizes and Lowe
In Warren.
the mechanic school and receive signee to full time military duty
door prize.—adv
' It*
training in one of these courses, for the state for some time. Maj
CARD OF THANKS
We deeply appreciate the sympathy, his name is placed upon the school Richard F Saville. Waterville, (for
Visit Lucien K Green
Son for
and flowers ol our dear friends eligibility list and he will be trans
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for cards
merly of Rockland) and Capt. John
during our great grief In the loss of
Dresses. Complete stocks always our dear loving wife, cousin, and sis ferred to one of the above schools P Mullen, Millinocket, both mem
ter
ior training as vacancies occur. bers of the ordnance department,
on hand. New merchandise coming
Stephen Smith. Fredrick H George.
The present capacity of these will embark on active Federal
~ ------------H. Crle.
H P Smith.
in every day at moderate prices. Mrss Edtwin “
schools is being rapidly expanded service.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
AN APPRECIATION
to accommodate the additional per
School street. Rockland.
107-tf
I wish to express my gratitude to
Licensed tree surgery service.
the Community Building Association, sonnel wnich must be trained. Sol
Awnings, large or small, hammock the meri-hants of this city and to Mr diers wno now enlist will have an Pruning, bracing, feeding. Trees
Southard for their kind co-operation oppormmity to attend these schools,
taken down. Hedges trimmed. Tel.
tops, chair backs and seats, boat In making the dance for the 240th
and tney may expect to attend one Albert Quinn 741-W.—adv. 114*116
a success.
covers. All sorts ot canvas work C.AC.
*
Bud Clark
or more courses sometime during
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
their three-year enlistment, should
RESOLUTIONS
OF
RESPECT
16 Willow St.
73-tf
they so desire.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS 4 LAID
ALSO CLEANED WllRN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORM
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R,
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ROCKLAND, ME.

PILES! PILES!’ PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back If not
delighted. II. A. MARR,''Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine.
$1.00). On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Rockland.
115&117
L

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

T

TELEPHONES
IM.
781-1
781-11

Whrrean a
lotw and aorrow has
come to North Haven Orange No 496
ln the loss of our beloved charter
member Nettle Witherspoon.
Whereas we. realizing what ls our
lo-r Is her gain, will cherish the
memory of her faithfulness and loyal
ty to the Grange, her willingness to
do her best, her cheery word and
pleasant greeting
Resolved that we extend our sym
pathy to the beloved son and brother.
Resolved that as a token of our
j love and esteem our charter be draped
In memory of our sister
Resolved that a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the bereaved fam
ily. one spread upon our records and
one sent to The Courier-Gazette for
publication
Bara O Lobley. Florence Brown. V
L Beverage. Committee on Resolutions
Sept. 18. 1940

WEDDING
Invitations
50 genuine engraved announce
ment! with envelope® to match

We have lhe largest and finest
■election oi genuine engraved
wedding Invitations and an
nouncements in town. You can
lave from 25 to 50% BECAUSE
OUR PRICE INCLUDES THE COST
OF THE PLATE. Equally low
prices for at home cards, recep
tion cards, tnformals and visiting
cards.
Sea our complets display before
ordering.
/

Postage Extra

119-4

Why Women Do Things Men
Won't—A noted psychologist teils
why “silly age" girls show off in
useless contests that males figut
shy of, but promote. See the
American Weekly Magazine with
the Sept. 22 Boston Sunday Advert.'eei.
114‘lt

DANCE
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Every Monday Night
BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Dance 8-12. Admission 30c, inch tax
106‘Stf

J 9
a

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.

119-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MB.

Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F..
meets Wednesday for election of
officers.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TEL. M2

ROCKLAND, ME.

N-tf

“Do It Now” Sez Ralph
Paint Expert For J. A.
Jameson Advises Prepar
ing Home For Winter

Parents and pupils are hefeby
notified that the church school at
the Universalist Church will meet
Ralph Choate of J. A. Jameson
winners of the Summer Reading for the first time this Fall In the Co., local Du Pont paint ‘dealer,
SERMONETTE
Club. Goldie Barton and Astrid vestry at noon tomorrow.
lists nine reasons why home ownHenrickson received the prizes for
Quo Vadis?
George Sleeper, proprietor of ers should paint this fall. They
reading the most books. Certifi
The old Latin question press
cates were awarded the following Crescent Beach Inn and Mid-Town 1 are: Paint forms a better bond to
es home. "Whither goest thou?” children for reading the required Cafe, has leased the Governor Cobb surfaces dried by the Summer sun;
New England habits have un
number of books in the club: Goldie residence on Talbot avenue.
I Brisk autumn' weather enables
dergone startling changes. Poli
Barton, Astrid Henrickson. Betty
Prof, and Mrs. Charles A. Holden ' paInt t0 dry ,nore <,uiCkly: better
ticians are fond of talking about
Ann Staples. Betty Jane Bickford,
Cynthia Knowlton, Betsy Cooper. are completing in a few days their I protection against Winter; less
the American way. Just what
Mary Libby. Marguerite Matthews, Summer sojourn at Rockledge Inn. j clanger of insect damages to a dryis this vaunted American way
Bernice Mitchell, Nathalie Post. I Spruce Head. Prof. Holden last , ing f’lm; less chance of sudden
of life?
Pauline Skinner, Rosanna Treat, I week was again nominated for ' dust or rain spotting the wet paint;
For 50 years Americans have
traveled fast. Citizens have
Carol Ann Wolcott, Muriel Adams I representative to Legislature in ' less danger to shrub and flower
• * • •
I Dartmouth. N. H„ the nomination , oecis ^rotn Pinters’ ladders and
seen crime and murder oecome
“A Clear Vision of God” will be! being equivalent to election
j drop cloths; the cost of labor may
commonplace in this State—a
; be higher next spring; the cost of
sure sign of drift and lack of
the topic used by Rev C. A. Marpaint may be higher next spring;
healthy outlook. Maine boasts
staller at the Littlefield Memorial ing the next two weeks will be the
the owner has the satisfaction of
of the millions it makes annual
Baptist Church tomorrow at 10.30.; song evangelist, in the revival servlasting beauty on his home right
ly by Its entrance into the liquor
Special music will include a selec- ' Ices. Mr. Davis' home is in Hamllnow.
business, but says little of the
tion by the choir. Sunday school ton, Ontario, and ls a student at
In commenting on his reasons
degradation of its own sons and. meets at 11.45 with classes for all Eastern Nazarene College. Rev. C.
Mr. Choate said “Painters have
daughters. People are prone to
ages. Young people's meeting is at Ross Emrlck will bring the opening
always known that surfaces cleaned
lay moral lax’ty on the one vital
6 o’clock. For the service at 7.15 message. Tlie N YP.S. will meet at
and roughened by Spring's rains,
force that made citizens sturdy
the pastor will use as his subject 6.30 p. m. with the president Miss
then dried by Summer's heat pre
and of strong character, namely,
"A Promise of Peace.” There will Lillian Bates ln charge. Mr. Easton sent a better anchorage for paint
religion.
be a selection by the choir with Miss will be the speaker. The evening coats. Paint dries normally and
"Christianity
has
failed,
Miriam Dorman as soloist. Mid service will begin at 7.30 with a well in the cool, brisk autumn air.
churches are dying. Men are
week praise and prayer service Tues praise service and special singing When a paint such as the new,
freeing themselves of Ca'holiday evening at 7.30.
and the evening message by the self-cleaning Du Pont House Paint
cism. Protestantism is on the
♦ • ♦ •
cvangeliset. Services every night at has been applied properly, the sur
way out." Are not these things
“The IIow of Bible Study" will be 7.30 except Saturday. Anyone desir face is protected from the ravages
said dally, without serious con
the subject of the sermon at the ing transportation to these services, of Winter's sleet, snow, ice and
tradiction?
Immodesty, and
First Baptist Church s Sunday at meet at Community Building corner cold.”
cocktail parties are the vogue.
10.30. This Is a sermon to help at 7.15.
According to Mr. Choate the
"We are living in the dark
* • • •
those who say they can't get any
cost of Du Pont house paint and
ages.” Women smoke openly
At the Methodist Church tomor labor to apply lt are not at high
thing out of the Bible. The choir
on the street. Everywhere are
row
the Men’s Class will meet at levels now but may increase before
will
sing.
The
church
school
with
Sunday games and movies, Sun
a chance for all to study the Bible 9.30 and all others, including Baraca next spring. Wise property own
day card parties.
will be held at noon. The Christian Class, will meet at noon. At 10.30 ers will, therefore, want to have
People may be franker and
Endeavorers will meet at 6.15 witn Dr. Wilson will preach on "Ood and their buildings repainted now and
may be living "the American
Mr. MacDonald presenting to them Country,” with Battery E attending have the satisfaction of lasting
way," but it seems strangely
a challenge for the year. The peo in a body. An evangelistic service beauty that a well painted house
like the Continental Sabbath
ple's evening service will open at will be held at 7 30, theme, "The always provides.
and not at all like the old New
I
7.30
with the prelude and big sing, Sins We Should Confess." Tuesday
England. People are modern,
meet at 7 p. m.
Frank S. Pierce, 69, retired chief
going to town, but are not hap j assisted by the Instruments and the prayer service •will
• « •
purser of Eastern Steamship Lines,
choir. The pastor will give his secpier.
The service at the Congrega died at his ' home in Bucksport
Since the Declaration of In i ond sermon ln the series on "The
dependence the United States 1 Greatest Love 9ong,” by speaking on tional Church tomorrow will be at Thursday. In the company’s serv
has lost in killed, in all its wars, j the subject, “The Greatest Group 10.30 with the unified service. Rev. ice 47 years, Pierce had passed most
Civil. North and South, and the 1 Ever Loved.” Magy are attending Madison A. Hart. D. D. will sup of them on ti e Boston-New York
ply the pulpit during the absence and Boston-Bangor lines, retiring
these services and we invite you.
World War, 344.000 Vien; in
• • • •
of the pastor. His subject tomor when the latter were abandoned
the last few years by automo
bile. 388.000 persons. Ood gave
The services at the Church of ths row will be “The Bungling of the five years ago, Pierce said that he
Comrades introduced basketball to Maine.
the command to remember the I Nazarene commence with Sunday Non-Progressive Mind
Sabbath day and keep lt holy.
Bible school at 10 a. m. There are of the Way meet at 6.30 p. m„ Ed Many years ago he saw a game in
Boston, brought a copy of the rules
Christ said, “I am the way.” Say
classes for all. Morning worshtp win Edwards, Jr., leader.
home and staged a game outdoors
what you will. His way leads
is at 11. when there will be special
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette in Bucksport.
home.
singing by Russell Davis, who dur=
—William A. Holman
At the Universalist Church at
10 45 a. m„ Dr. Lowe will preach
on the subject of "The Mystery
and Result of That Which We Do
Not See.” Inspiring musical pro
gram with Miss Lotte McLaughlin
soprano soloist singing two number. The Church School will hold
its first session in the vestry at
the noon hour; Young people's
meeting in the church parlor at
7 p. m.
• • • •

"Matter” is the subject of the les
son-sermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist,
throughout the world, on Sept 22.
The Golden Text is: "Little chil
dren, keep yourelves from Idols”
(I John 5:21). The citations from
the Bible contain the following
passage: “If we live in 8pirit, let
us walk in the Spirit" (Galatians
5:25).
• * • •
Fifty-three children attended the
story hour at the (Public Library
yesterday afternoon. Mrs. Ella
Gatcombe, the story teller told the
stories Cinder Lad and Arabella,
Violetta Applegate.
The prizes
and certificates were awarded the

Tlie First Church of Christ.
Scientist. Rockland, announces a
free lecture on Christian Science
by Robert Stanley Ross, CS.B., New
York City. N. Y. Member of the
board of lectureship of The Mother
Church, The First Church of Christ
Scientist in Boston, Mass. In the
church edifice, corner of Cedar and
Brewster Sts. Sunday afternoon,
Sept. 22, at 3 p. m. (DS.T). The
public is cordially invited.—adv.
.
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BELOIN’S INN

fOR WALLS & WOODWORK
z.

CAMDEN, ME.. 1!4 MILES NORTH ON U. S. ROUTE 1

SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY

ROAST TURKEY DINNER

vong-»-**o*ch

/.

W-00**^
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<B2205J>

•uo«ct'oM
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rd.

INTERIOR GLOSS

Dressing, Giblet Gravy, Vegetables, Dessert, Coffee

75c
Also Regular Luncheons and Dinners, Served Daily
at Moderate Prices

SEMI-GLOSS

,tdc»nd

9,c ‘
QUAtT

Phone Camden 2336 For Reservations
Owing lo the unexpected large number of patrons last Sun
day a few were disappointed and we wish to apologize, and assure
thrm that this condition will not occur again.

VM
,3 B.aul'^.W
•*tCol.'*'

V®’

lAttM-

86c
^•uaail

fOR

z

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless ol which type of
stone you prefer, you can bo
sure that it will be flawless in
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments ire
correctly designed in tlie mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON
lllStf

prex toi» •

J. A. JAMESON COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 17,
a

Ml MIS

* VARNISHES

*

DUCO ★

DULUX *
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MAINE COAST SCENERY
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>£RS. LOUISE

(Correspondent
'Tel 27
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Active In Diagnosis
But Paralyzed In Action—
Roosevelt's Foreign Rela
tion Policy, Seen By New
York Editor

25 YEARS AQO

SENTER* CRANE'S

A review from Tbe Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

New Fall Coats

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1913.

Under the caption “Indispens
able'' leadership, the New York
James Goodwin. Otto Bowden, Jr.
Herald Tribune publishes the fol
John Crone, Clifton Scott. Jr.. Her
The Carver!tes won first blood, Gertrude F. Perry of Ash Point.
lowing editorial.
man Hatch and Steward Pollard,
in the five-game Alderbush League
Union. Aug. 31, John R. Danforth ]
In the "corrections." denials and series at Oakland Park defeating
members of Battery F 240th C. A.
and Miss Ethel M. Mears, both of
retorts to Mr Willkie’s charge that the Winslowites 11 to 8. The play
leave Monday for Port McKinley.
Washington.
the President, during the Munich ers were: Carverltes—Pettee, Black.
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts
Lewiston, Aug. 17, Elias A.
crisis, "was telephoning Hitler and Stewart. Veazie, Gay, Carver.
met Wednesday and elected these
Mussolini and Chamberlain, urg Campbell, Flint and Williamson; Vaughn and Miss Isobel M Dunton
officers: Scribe. Edith Burgess; li- I
brarian, Dorothy Spear; treasurer, '
ing them to Munich where they Winslowites, Duff. Lamb. Louralne. of Rockland.
Lowell, Mass.. Sept. 2, William T.
sacrificed Czechoslovakia." the Winslow, Thornton, Cohen, Leach,
Jeanette Boggs. Mrs. Elmer Jame
danger exists that attention will Ayer and Merritt. Ulmer and Sul Gilmore of Lowell and Nela Dag
son is Captain of the troop and
: be distracted from the fundament livan were umpires and Arthur gett formerly of Rockland.
Mrs. Ralph Pollard, lieutenant.
al fact that Mr. Roosevelt, during Lamb scored.
Mrs. Gladys Heald of Worcester, |
Rockport, Aug. 31. Orville B. Edthis crisis as before and since, was
Mass., is visiting her son, Wayne
kins of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss
Harry
Naum
was
rejoicing
over
constantly—and usually secretly- the arrival of his wife and two sons J
Heald.
Cameron Leach of Rockport,
meddling in the European diploKelsey Harkins and Warren Van- I
from Albania.
Their steamship,! Rockland, Sept. 6. Horace C.
j
matic
picture,
and
meddling
in
the
nah have recently been on a trip
coming from a warring land, was Stinson aud Frances O. Hardy, both
worst possible manner—by .making
through the White Mts.
halted ln mid-ocean by engine, of Stonington.
. j
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge elected |
threats which he neither intended
trouble.
Warren.
Sept.
4,
Josiah
R.
Maxey
1
nor
was
able
to
carry
out.
The
these officers Tuesday night: Noble
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge F. Thomas' of Gardiner and Miss Mary G Kit
net income, as Walter Lippmann
Grand, Miss Frances Crooker; vice
tredge of Warren.
pointed out at the time, was first celebrated their golden wedding
grand. Mrs. Lydia Morse; record
Rockland, Sept. 4, Stanley N.
to stiffen the French and Czech
Harold M. Prescott began his du
ing secretary, Mrs. Maude Green
resistance and then to encourage ties as principal of Rockport High Shibles and Agnes I. Studley, both '
law; financial secretary. Mrs. Ger- j
of Rockport.
trude Benner: treasurer. Mrs. Olive |
Hitler into thinking that the Allies School.
Crowell; member of the board of j
were bluffing.
A house on South Main street oc
Waldoboro, Sept. 3, Walter C.
Because of the secrecy that cupied by Fred Anderson was dam Groves and Miss Helen M. Nash,
trustees. Mrs. Ethel Benner.
Mrs. Harry Winslow. Miss Mary !
shrouded all the negotiations the aged by fire.
both of Camden.
Knox and Albert Thomson who ■
full facts of Mr. Roosevelt’s part
The Candy Kids and Three Crows
Union. Sept. 6. Fred A. Faster of 1
have been visiting Mrs. Annie i
in the events leading up to the were having some lusty ball games. Montville and Mrs. Bessie M. Lamb
The outstanding Coat of the season
Munich "appeasement" probably
Grant started Thursday on their
Mr and Mrs. Thomas H. Benner of Union.
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Me.
112*114
Lv. 2.15 domak; Miss Eleanor Fossett. Mus- who is on vacation a supply will can be said for his conduct of our Dyer of Vinalhaven.
9.15 Ar. Koekiaiid,
visiting friends in Lewiston this Or fling my fallings far:
•pared to make
foreign relations during this time
Read Up
South
Thomaston,
Aug.
7,
Harold
They cannot help, they cannot hurt—
be
in
charge
for
each
of
the
serv

i congus; Mrs. Marion Creamer, Long
your wool Into yarn write for prices.
113-tf
is that, active in diagnosis, he was L. Marston of Hewett’s Island and week having motored there with her I’m far across the bar.
Also yarn lor sale. H A BARTLETT1.
' Island; Mrs. Martha Payson, ices Sunday. Worship will be at
daughter, Miss Emma Brewster, re It ls the llle /we're living now
Harmony. Me.
104 1*15
paralyzed
in
action.
He
read
the
Lora B. Barton of Vinalhaven.
10 o’clock, Bible 8chool, 11.15;
Broad Cove.
That censure needs, and praise.
turning
to
Bedford,
Mass.,
follow

REMOVE your wall paper the modern
Warren, Sept. 15; Charles Strout
N.Y PS. at 6 o'clock; and the eve lesson correctly, but failed to put
Beyond the grave, the other life
ing a visit with her mother.
way. Rent our steamer. H. H. CRIE
Needs naught of useless praise.
its teachings into effect.
of Brunswick and Miss Lilia Kuhn
ning Evangelistic Service at 7.
& CO. 328 Main St.. Tel. 205 112-117
Mrs. Edith Lermond of Camden
—Author unknown
—
of
Warren.
The Bible School lesson for Sun
MEN, Women! Oet Pep Raw Oyster
was
guest
Wednesday
of
Mrs.
Nel

stimulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
Andrew Jackson was nominated
Rockland, Aug. 24, William C.
day will be found in the Book of
BUY A KALAMAZOO. DIRECT TO YOU
lie
Perry.
often needed alter 40 by bodies lack
in August, 1822, for ran election that Burns and Josephine Small, both of
Proverbs.
ing iron, calcium, phosphorus, Iodine.
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Vitamin B-l. Oet 35c size today. Call,
Tlie N.YPS. will have a devo was not to take place till 1824. In Union.
write C. H. MOOR «k CO and all other
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
tional service, after which instruc October, 18 5, less than a year Rockland, Sept. 1, Guy M. Shibles GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Rood drug stores
109*117
tion will be given for the Bible after his defeat of 1824, he was nom and Lucie McIntosh.
Theological
student
Charles
Ladles Reliable hair goods at Rock*
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
Ash Point, Sept. 1, Harold B. Saarlon will speak at the Finnish
Study Course which the society i6 inated for the election to take place
THE TIMES !
98-tf
solicited, a O. RHODES. Tel 510-J.
in 1828.
, commencing.
Burgess «I Rockland and Miss Church Sunday night at 7.30.
iW-S-tf

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

SVS

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

READ THE ADS
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Dog Owner Dont’s

WEST WASHINGTON

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brooker of
Millinocket, Mr. and Mrs. Estem
Wellman and Mr. and Mrs. Alton
| Wellman motored Tuesday to Lonj don, N H.. and visited their son
Ernest who has employoment there.

Don't tell your guest that your
dog is the best dog in the country.
He may chase a rabbit or point a
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
turtle. If he is the best dog in
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
the country, your friends will ad
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
vertise the fact.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Laffey of
Don't “cuss" at the dog for stray
North Grafton, Mass., have re- ing off the course. He may have
A gentleman who admits he I Baiked Sliced Eggplant
a highly-developed "bird sense"
"skims through this page very regu-1 One eggplant, (about 1 pound), turned home after vlsltinB Mrs
L'*'8 Parent8' Mr and Mrs Irvln« and find a covey in an unusual
uarly” somewhat shyly suggests it’s1 one-third cup melted Land O’ Powell
for a week.
place.
time ki print a recipe for Concord I Lakes Butter, 1 teaspoon salt.
Don't insist that the dog retrieve
teaspon
pepper.
%
cup
fine,
dried
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brooker of
Grape’ Wine since this is a "grape I
Millinocket returned home Sunday I a bird and present it to your com
year” and we're taking care of his j bread crumbs.
request today. We’re flattered that J Cut eggplant, crosswise, into 8 after visiting their parents. Mr. and panion. He may continue to do
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
an ex-patriated Bostonian sends a half-inch slices and peel. Brush Mrs Alton Wellman the past week. so even when you "know’ you
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
killed the bird.
special delivery letter from Michi each slice with melted butter. Add
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
When the ground ls dry and the
gan asking for the Copley Plaza remaining melted butter, salt and of Middletown, Conn., are in town
weather hot, don't forget to take
Relish recipe since her usual supply pepper to crumbs. Dip slices into for a few days.
UKKinRHHi
the dog to water. He will appreci
simply must be made. "It’s the buttered crumbs. Bake, uncovered,
Estern Chadwick of Lowell, Mass., ate your thoughtfulness and you
best relish ever,” she writes.
on baking sheet in a 450 degrees F.
Someone else wants a Salmon oven about 18 minutes. Yield: 4 is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bart won't have to "hunt" the dog lf he
lett.
decides to find water.
and Corn Loaf recipe, and that is servings.
Don’t hunt the dog ten hours a
good on a frosty Fall night, served Copley Plaza Relish
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell are
with broiled tomatoes or bittered
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Irving Powell day on hard ground or among the
One quart ripe tomatoes, cut
sand burrs without giving his feet
beets and hot rolls. Just make a
this week.
attention after the day's hunt.
thick cream sauce of a quarter cup fine, 1 quart igreen tomatoes,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
M
Crosier
of butter, half a cup of flour, half chopped, 5 small onions, chopped, of Saratoga, N. Y., are visiting her
Don’t hesitate to feed the dog
a teaspoon prepared mustard, one 3 sweet red peppers, chopped (seeds parents, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hib properly when he ls putting in
overtime for your pleasure.
teaspoon of salt and two cups of removed). 2 green peppers, chopped bert.
milk. Cook in the double boiler j (seeds removed), 1 pint vinegar. 1
Don't neglect to condition your
Raj' E. Dawson went Monday to
until thick and add two cups of pint sugar.
dog ln advance of the opening day.
Thomaston
with
the
240th
Coast
Cover green tomatoes with ’A
flaked salmon, a cup of cooked
Don't get excited lf the dog
Artillery.
corn, cut from the cob. one slightly cup salt. Let stand 12 hours. Drain
chases the first Jack Rabbit that
beaten egg and a cup and a half carefully. Cook all together for
he may see. He won't catch him
sliced [leaches arranged In a but and will soon learn that he isn’t
of crumbs. Bake in a pan of hot 30 minutes. Seal while hot.
tered
shallow
baking
pan.
Bake,
water in a 400 degrees oven for 30 Canadian Cheese Soup
being encouraged ln “catching
uncovered, in a 375 degrees F. oven game." His speed might come ln
minutes. It can be served with
(From the "Country Fare”)
30 minutes. If desired, serve with
egg or mushroom sauce.
Prepare a rich cream sauce of: plain cream or sweetened and fla handy ln running down and re
We’ve had innumerable requests
trieving a big “ringneck."
One-half cup Land O’ Lakes vored whipped cream. Yield: Six
for a repeat on the Canadian
Don't let the mistakes of your
z
| Cheese Soup served at "Country Butter, 6 tablespoons flour, 1 quart servings.
dog in the field ruin your day.
rich
milk.
(3
parts
milk;
1
part
MENU
Fare” in Hingham. It's evidently
It's Just a hunt. You have had a
one of the hit recipes of the Sum cream). 1 teaspoon salt.
lot of fun, been kidded by your
Breakfast
Add: Two cups grated old fine
mer and a delectable soup it is.
companions about the dog, and re
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
We ran across another good but quality Young America cheese.
turned home with a healthy ap
Oatmeal
Saute in butter then cook in
simple dish in a tea room the other
petite.
Bacon and Eggs
day. Slices of Bermuda onion | chicken stock ’■» cup eacli of the
Don’t forget that next weekend
Wholewheat Toast
topped with green pepper rings ! following Ingredients: Celery, green
when you. the boy and dog are
Peach Jam
baked in butter till golden brown ' peppers, onion, and carrot. These
alone in the field, he will make no
Coffee
and the green pepper ring filled I vegetables should not be cooked
mistake. You will be shooting well
Lunch
with broiled slices of canned corned i soft but to the crunchy stage. Add
and lt will be another day to be
corned beel hash, the hash topped one pint rich clear chicken stock.
remembered. You will be proud to
‘Canadian Cheese Soup
with a dash of ketchup and gar ’ Combine the two mixtures. The
relate the doings of the dog and
Toasted English Muffins
J result is a full-flavored rich, smooth
will' vote him "as good a dog as I
nished with parsley
•Copley Plaza Relish
ever owned."
cheese soup.
Brer Rabbit Molasses Cookies
Concord Grape Wine
Tetley Tea
Feach
Butterscotch
Crisp
Crush grapes and let stand until
Dinner
the seeds separate from the pulp.
One-half cup brown sugar, sifted
SOUTH WARREN
Strain. Add three pounds of white anil packed '3 ounces I, ‘A cup sift
Elmer Davis and daughter Orace
Based Morrell Ham Slices
' were guesLs Sunday of the former's
l sugar to one gallon of Juice. Place ed flour, *4 teaspoon ground cin
O ii C Potato Sticks
' in a cool room to ferment. When namon, 1-15 teaspoon ground nut•Baked Sliced Eggplant
[ sister, Mrs. Ernest Pike at Lisbon
bubbles cease to rise to tbe top of • meg, *, cup Innd O' Lakes Butter.
Corn on Cob
; Falls. .
the liquid, it is ready to bottle. 3 large peaches, peeled ond sliced.
Frank Barrett was thrown from
Tossed Oreen Salad
About eight weeks in fermenting,
Combine dry ingredients and
| his bicycle on returning from school
•Peach Butterscotch Crisp
i If juice is slow to ferment, add a cut in butter until small crumbs |
Coffee
| Tuesday and sustained a broken
are formed; sprinkle crumbs over
•Recipes given.
This picture of Owl's Head Light was supplied by Doris V. Whitman of ! pinch of compressed yeast.
bdne ln his left wrist.

Mrs. Thomas Lloyd has returned
from Whitinsville. Mass., where
she attended the wedding of her
son Gerald Lloyd to Miss Eleanor
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
Cochrane.
of Original Composition
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes went Fri
By Subscribers
day to Hallowell where Mr. Sholes
has employment.
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood will leave
JUST A SMILE
[For The Courler-Oazette]
Monday to join Mr. Calderwood
in Bryson City. N. C. Her daugh Tw j Just a smile ot understanding
it crept Into the soul
ter Mrs. Henley Garner who has OtAnd
a penurious old miser
been her guest will return Mon
Wno nu.de wealth his only eoal;
Yet It warmed his heart to kindness.
day to Skowhegan.
' v
Even changed hl.s niggardly ways;
Union Church choir enjoyed a Taught him of the Joy of giving
And the dividend it pays.
corn roast Thursday night at the
Twas Just a smile of kindly humor
Ames farm, Calderwood’s Neck.
And a twinkling of the eve.
But
lt sweetened the Ill-nature
Miss Louise Libby went yester
Of a crotchety old guy
day to Wollaston, Mass., to attend Wiped away the sour crossness
Changed his frown Into a grin.
the 50th wedding anniversary Sept. Filled
hla soul with mellow softness
24 of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
As genial laughter crept within.
Charles S. Libby, formerly of this It was Just a smile like sunshine.
Fraught with happiness and peace,
town. Their many friends in town Still
It brought to one ln sadness
extend congratulations.,
A momentary glad release
From the pangs of deep self pity.
Monarda Council of focohontas
From the slough of grim despair;
met Tuesday night and conferred It renewed his hope and courage
And his will to do and dare.
degrees on three candidates. A
Nellie M. Ervlne
box lunch wa*s served at intermis
Tenants Harbor.
sion by Nellie Robinson, Florence
kkltlt
Lawson. Maude Mills and Mildred
TO A HIGHLAND LAKE
Gray.
I For The Courler-Oazette ]
Mr. and Mrs. A. Jetty of Water I walk along your tranquil shore
lake of Maine as shades
ville and New York were guests Oh highland
of night
over Sunday of Capt. and Mrs Settle upon your surface
And soften the last faint beams of
Leslie Stinson.
light.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith The mountains dark and forbidding
recently entertained these guests: Rise like giants from out your waters
deep
Prof, and Mrs. R Mont Arey of And bold
ledges rear to dark
And
wooded
heights so steep
Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Elizabeth
Morse ot Portland, Mr. and Mrs The trees, the fields, the winding road
share your silence and your calm
Alston Roberts and daughter Edith All
As winds rise gently from the hills of
sleep
Mrs. Eleanor Conway. Mrs. Evie
the toilsome furrows of the
Hennigar and Mrs. Carrie Thomas And touch
farm.
Moving pictures were shown by How peaceful in your loneliness
Mr. Arey. Lunch was served.
As your calm spirit greets the night
And trusting breathes the spirit of
The "Non Eaters" met Thursday
the hills
Until
the breaking of the light)
night with Mrs. Leslie Stinson.
Maurice P. Hill
Miss Lucinda Young and Miss
Rockland.
Mildred Chandler of Rockland were
(t «*t at
in town Wednesday.
AUTUMN ADVANCES
Mrs. Maude Peaslee. Mrs. Car
[For The Courier-Gazette)
rie Fifield and Mr and Mrs. Wil It comes with the softening shadows.
liam Clayter have returned from As day looses length In tts source.
chill enters gardens and meadows
a motor trip through Maine, New And
Aud woods lu the natural course
Of around the year's circling force.
Hampshire and Vermont.
Miss Alice Creed is home from Yet what can be more to our pleasure
Than hillsides draped In Persian array.
York Beach.
Of colors that melt Into harmony
the crisp winds Inviting our
Alfred Orcutt returned Wednes With stay
Out
ln
the glory at Autumn's day.
day from New York.
Worcester, Mass., in response to a recent request.
Elmer Noyes of Washington. D Saffron sun glows, warm ln the west
OCEAN MOODS
•
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling Jr. at
C„ formerly of Vinalhaven who is Gives ward
promise of beauty tomorrow;
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
dinner Tuesday and attended the
guest ot relatives in North Haven Garden flowers paint skyline on hill
lights lade [ike Infinite sorrow
The in coming tide rushes on with a Theatre with her son Robert in the
called on friends in town Wednes As
And a bird holds song lor the morrow,
day
The drops from the breakers spray over evening
K 6 F.
Rockland
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
A wonderful'veiling
, Capt J EKinney. Mrs. Henry
meet Tuesday. There will be elec
Of exqu.s.te colors.
1 Caddy, Miss Charlotte Caddy, TheoWe watch the wavei dashing on rocks dore Caddy of St Oeorge and Miss
tion of officers, a social hour and NORTHPORT
worn and sore
i ., .
, _ .,
box lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson have One after another, and then there are I indsey of Rockland were guests
Mrs. Effie Wood of Belfast is sold their place ‘"Birchcrest'’ to a
n,oreSunday of the Hilt family.
Mf and Mrs R T 8terling Jr and
guest of friends in town.
Mr. Crppser and returned to Mas SomeUme;f the^cld o-ean grows en-ry
By invitation of Mrs. Margaret sachusetts.
He sh ws h'« white teeth while the Mr. and Mrs Walker of Portland
Coombs a group of 3b members of
I tmnk <7'LS'.<' ^ate’ea..
veTe dihner fue'sU of thc Sterlings
Mrs Kenneth Beach is tn Corey.
the Ladles GAR enjoyed Wednes Penn., called by the Illness and
And of us small creatures,
last Saturday evening
When faced by the power of the wind
. ,
„ . .
.
,
day at her farm. Dinner and sup death ol her father.
and the waves.
Jack Robinson reports a busy
per were served.
As
lt
wrestles
together
In
caverns
and
week
at
t
h
e
Porteous,
Mitchell,
Ira Hodgden has returned to his
Mother and Daughter Club met
Braun department store in Porthome after being a patient at
Friday with Mrs.' Evie Hennigar.
Waldo County Hospital.
moods.
land where he Is employed.
At Union Church Sunday the
Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. sterling were
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Wood How grim he^can look, end how gloomy
pastor. Rev. Kenneth Cook will
Takes a savage delight
in Portland Tuesday afternoon.
preach both morning and evening. were in Bangor last Saturday on
Showing on hts great might
I
_
.
, „
_
,
You'd better not be on hla wild,
H. Q Altenburg of Cape Cottage
Tlie vested choir will sing special business.
heaving
breast.
was
a
caller
Wednesday
af'ernoon
Miss Barbara Newbert has re But safely at home and tn bed. and at 1
anthems. Mrs. Leola Smith will
at the station.
be at tlie organ at the 11 o'clock turned to Hollis, long Island, N ;
rent.
service and Miss Louise Burgess at Y„ alter spending the Summer with our God Is almighty, can handle the
The Sterlings entertained Wed
the evening meeting. There will her mother, Mrs Phillip Watkins Command the fierce galea; and pro nesday evening Mrs W. C. Dow.
Mrs. Ethel Clark, son Rae and
be solos and duets by members of
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling Jr.,
tect you and me
So I'll commit myself
James Botts are visiting relatives
the choir at both services.
Richard Dew and Robert Farley.
To His sheltering care.
and friends in Sullivan.
• • • •
And when ln life's Journey I meet
atorma and wind.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Fergerson
NORTH HAVEN
I'll trust Him to keep me In body and LITTLE RIVER
have returned to Chestnut Hill.
mnd
Mrs. Carrie Parsons who was em
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Corbett
Lillie 8. Bousfield
Mass, after spending the Summer
North Haven.
ployed as housekeeper at Nebo
and
family are enjoying a month's
at their home here. Leslie SaulisLodge has returned to her home
vacation ashore. Patrick Ranils of
bury returned with them and wiil
PORTLAND HEAD
in Connecticut.
Cross Island Coast Guard Station
be employed as their chauffeur this
Paul, the youngest son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port is in charge during his absence.
Winter.
land were guests last Saturday eve
and Mrs. Foy Brown who enlisted
A daughter who has been named
Mrs. William R. Munroe of Lin
in the army several weeks ago has
ning of tiie Sterlings.
Joan Linda was bom recently to
colnville Beach spent Wednesday
arrived in Porto Rico and is sta
Mrs. Clyde Grant and daughters Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Maker.
with her sister Mrs. Melvin E. Wood
tioned at Boriuquen Field. 305
Patricia and Earlene visited the
Neil Corbett returned Wednesday
Signal Corps.
Hiits, last Saturday.
1 for a week's visit after being in
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Noyes of SOMERVILLE
Willard R. Hilt was in Portland Rockland on one of the sardine
Leroy Grotton has returned home on business Tuesday.
Washington, D. C. were recent over
i boats. He will return to his duties
night visitors at the home of Mrs. from Gardiner Hospital.
Ethel Barrymore playing special Wednesday with William Bowden,
Frank Hisler, Jr., spent last engagement with tlie Guy PalmerEtta Noyes.
The schooner Rayo is in Cutler
Mrs. Lama Dyer has been ln weekend at his home here.
ton P.ayers at Civic Theatre in Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Coose were Portland, visited the station Tuestown the past few days removing
Mr. and Mrs. William Corbett and
some of her household articles, recent callers at Mr. and Mrs. day.
family motcred Thursday to Roque
Stanley Quinn having recently Frank Hisler's.
Arthur Harlcw of South Port- Bluffs and spent the night with Mrs.
Chester Knorton visited Sunday land called Wednesday at the sta- Corbett's mother. Mrs. Ruth Johnbought her. house at Pulpit Harbor.
son. Accompanied by the latter
In the absence of the pastor, the with his uncle Daniel Hisler.
tion.
Mr. and, Mrs. Harvey Emery of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were they went Friday to Machias Fair,
services Sunday morning will be
conducted by Dr. C. E. Bousfield. China were recent guests of their guests Tuesday evening of the Hilt
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Holmes
Worship will be at 10 o'clock (E. daughter Mrs. Kendrick Light.
family.
are parents of a daughter bom reMiss Elsie Hisler who is attend
S. T.) The evening service will be
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was guest of cently—Diana Shirley.
gin at 7.30 and will be conducted ing Union High School was home ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------last weekend.
by Mrs. Bousfield.
J In 1824
Democrallc*RePubli'
Ernest Peaslee has completed his WEST ROCKPORT
North Haven Grange of which
The 4-H Clubs will hold their loPut four tlckeU ln the fleld
the lfte Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon new chimney.
Everett Dawson of Washington cal contest Monday night at the John Quincy Adams won this
was a charter member, having
joined in 1900, attended the fu and Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Taylor Grange hall. There will be exhibi ‘scrub race" for the Presidency.
The mix-up started "King Caucus"
neral services in a body. Among of Windsor were among the re
tion of work, a speaker from out of on the way out.
the survivors of Mrs. Witherspoon cent callers on Mr. and Mrs. Mont
town, a musical program; and an
are nine grandchildren, Malcolm Grotton.
Subscribe to Tlie Courler-Oazette
Charles Roes ls much improved interesting evening is promised.
Crockett, Harry Crockett. Mrs.
Bernice Carver, Mrs. Janette Bauer, in health.
Members of the Camden and Sim
Raymond Crockett. Irma Wither
onton Clubs will be guesLs. All rela
spoon, Donald Witherspoon, Ellie CLARK ISLAND
tives and friends of members and
Witherspoon and Stephen Wither
Mrs. James Harrison is visiting in anyone Interested in the work of
spoon.
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Albert Wilson and Mrs. May these young people are invited. Ad
Larabee were recent guests of Mrs mission is free.
SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Plowman
Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mrs A. L. Osca/ Hagberg and Mrs. Jessie
Ii your ilrit name ia one oi lhe
of Scarboro were guests last week
Esancy attended Limerock Valley Williams.
hundred moat popular ieralnlne
Mrs. Albert Berton and Mrs. Lucy end of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins.
Pomona Grange last Saturday in
lint names on our list, you ara for
Miss
Blarche
Collins
who
is
em

Wall
of
Spruce
Head,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vinalhaven.
tunate. That means you can have
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins and Rodney Davis and Mr. and Mrs. ployed at the home of Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor attend Earl Davis of Port Clyde recently Kalloch in Rockland spent Thurs
GENUINE ENGRAVED
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles But day at home.
ed Farmington fair Thursday.
personal name stationary
ler.
The
Mission
Circle
met
Thurs

H. A. Hart attended the South
at tha lowest cost ln his
John Lea of Rhode Island spent day at the home of Mrs. Clarence
Paris fair wish two spans of hosres
tory. 25 ahaats and 25
Munsey in Rockland. Dinner was
which won in the pulling contest. last weekend with Mrs. Lea.
matching envelopes, only
Peter McCourtle was called to served and a social afternoon fol
This week he attended Cumberland
................................. -»1
Massachusetts by the death of his lowed the brief devotional and busi
and Farmignton fairs.
ness meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Hart are cousin Mrs. James Bolan.
Slop in and examine our new "400
parents of a son named Sherwood
Line" oi engraved stationery in
Henry
Clay,
Andrew
Jackson,
For
many
years
Presidential
can

Lynn born Sept. 10, which is also
$1.00 boxes.
the birthday of the child’s mother. didates were nominated by the cau Martin Van Buren. Grover Cleve
Mr. Hart's sister. Mrs. Edith Gould cus system. The same party might land and William J. Bryan received
of South Union, has been assisting nominate several different candi three nominations each for the
Postage Extra
in caring for (Mrs. Hart and son dates for the same office. George Presidencly. Jackson and Cleve
at the home of Mrs. Hart’s parents Clinton of New York in 1808 found land were elected twice and Van
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mr. and Mrs. Roy T. Jacobs in himself running for President and Buren once, but Clay and Bryan
were
never
elected.
Rockland.
Vice President on the same ticket.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

IfautMaMie?

Take a word of advice from the
wide-awake new apartment hunt

ers and home shoppers, who are

alert to the helpfulness of our

Classified Columns. You live well,

when you live in a community
whose

advantages

merit being

told about through this newspa

per—because its Classified Col
umns are read by the kind of peo
ple

whom you want

for your

neighbors. Turn to the Classified

now . . .

The
Courier-Gazette

THOMASTON
xxxs
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMB

Correspondent
fi ft ft ft
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PROBATE COURT NEWS

• D. A. R. Fall Meeting

Wills Allowed: Josephine Burns, it. Ingraham, admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.;
late ol Rockland, deceased, Robert Fanny E Thompson, late of CamC. Burns of Rockland appointed dent, deceased, second account filed
executor: Annie J. Gardiner, late by Arthur P. Gay, Trustee; WilRockport, deceasedElsie C. G liam A. Gastcn, late of Boston,
Pierson of Waterbury, Conn., execu Mass.. first and final account filed
trix; Lenora M. Simpson, late of by John Gaston, Roger Amory,
Camden, deceased. Fred T. Simp John K. Howard. William H. Claf
son of Camden appointed executor; lin, Jr., Trustees; Lillian A. Elliot,
Katie A. Linnell, late cf Thomas late of Camden, first and final ac
ton, deceased. Sarah C. Linnell of count filed by Raymond H. Rack
liffe. executor.
Thomaston appointed executrix.
Petit ions for prebate of will filed
Petition for Probate of Foreign
Will granted: Estate of Henry L. fot notice: Sarah J Richards, late
Elliot, late of Salem. Mass., de of Camden, deceased. Sarah C. Ingraham of Camden, named exccuceased, no appointment made.
Petitions
for
Administration trix; Herbert E. Messer, late of
granted: Estates. Ellen C. Borne Union. deceased. Merle M Messer
man, late of Warren deceased. and Grace M. Messer of Union
Harold W. Flanders of Waldoboro, named executors: Bailej' Grinnell,
admr.; Charles E. Young, late of late of Washington, deceased,
Owl's Head, deceased, Frank A Frank H Grinnell named executor;
Young of Owl s Head, admr.; Eda Charles D Svlvester, late of FriendL. Schermerhorn, late of South ship, deceased. Nellie C. Sylvester
Union, deceased, Amy Fuller of named executrix.
Petition for probate of foreign
Warren, admx.; Lovinia E. Knowl
ton, late of Camden, deceased. wiU filed for notice: William W
Mary E. Thurston of Camden, Hall, late of Salem. Mass., deceased,
admx.; James T. Robinson, late of asking that the copj' of said will
Warren.
deceased, Katherine L. maj' be allowed and that the same
Linscott of Falmouth, admx., d.bn., be recorded and filed, no appointment asked for.
C.T.A.
Petitions for allowance filed for
Petitions for license to sell real
estate granted: Estates. Annie M notice: Estates, Cliarles S. Smith,
Simmons cf Rockland filed by late of Camden, presented by Char
Cora L. Delano of Rockland, admx.; lotte M. Smith of Camden; Dallas
Chester B Hall of Warren filed by C. Murch, late cf Vinalhaven. pre
Mabel H. Withee cf Rockport, sented by Winifred M Murch of
executrix; Elizabeth A. Wiggin of Vlnalhaven.
Petitions for license to seU real
South Thomaston fileT by Gilford
B. Butler of South Thomaston, estate filed for notice: Estates
Ernest L. Starrett, Jr., and Ruby
executor.
Petition for Perpetual Care of F. Starrett ,of Warren, minors, filed
Burial Lot granted: Estate. Clara by Irven A Gammon of Warren,
guardian; Margaret M. Starrett of
C. Weed, late of Union, deceased.
Petitions for Distribution grant Warren, minor, filed by Charlotte
ed: Estates. Granville A Poole, late F. Hawes of Union, guardian.
Accounts filed for notice: W.lof Camden, deceased, filed by Ed
ward C. Payson, admr.; John Pas- I liam K. Clinton, late of Rockport,
cal. late of Rockport, deceased. ' deceased, first and final account
filed by Frank Ingraham, admr.1 filed by Winifred L Clinton of
dbn.c.ta.
,
iRockpcrt, executrix; Mark E. RowAccounts allowed: Georgia Shep-I ell, late of South Thomaston, deard., late cf Union, deceased, first 'ceased, first and final account fi ed
and final account filed by Herbert by Fred W. Rowell of Norway. Me.
L. Grinnell, admr ; Edward C Mo- (executor; James A. Flynn, laic of
ran. late of Rockland, deceased, first Rockland, first and final ae ou.it
and final account filed by Susan E. filed by Alan L B.rd. edmr: Orace
Moran, executrix; Granville A. A Flood, late <*f Rockiand. firs: and
Poole, late of Camden, deceased, final account filed by Winifred C
flrst and final account filed by Ed- Vidito. executrix; Lucy E. Wlnchenward C. Payson, admr ; John Pascal, bach, late of Thomaston, first and
late of Rockport, deceased second final account filed bj- Everett O.
and final account filed by Frank Winchenbach. executor.

Members Of Rockland
Club Among Speakers At
the Gardiner Session

prank Lloyd’s Cameras Film the Mighty Epic of a Nation
Scenes from "The Howards of Virginia." coming to the Waldo Theatre for big four-day engagement, starting Sunday,
Wednesday, Sept. 25

Sept. 22, and running through

At the State Fall meeting of th^
Daughters of the American Revojutlcn in Gardiner, Wednesday tlie
The open meeting of the Oarden
Club at the Baptist vestry Friday
State Regent Miss Margaret AIcnight will be prefaced by music by
Ilroy in her opening address^said*
pupils of Mrs. Donald George Miss
that t e Daughters must have a re
Mabel Spring of Rockland is show
newed faith in America. 8he also
ing her pictures of gardens in
urged that as this is the Golden
America and England.
Jub.lee of the Society that all memHarris Shaw of Boston, with hls
bers memorize Uie following objects
mother, Mrs. Henry Shaw, and Mrs.
lor which the D A R was organized,
E. P Starrett, went Wednesday to
<»> To perpetuate the memory
Elmore where they called on Mrs.
and sPir‘t of
men and wom«n
Abbie Morton at the home of Mrs.
who achieved American IndependE. B. Orcutt.
ence- bV 111 e acquisition and protection °f historical spots, and the
Miss Barbara Gillchrist returned
erectioi» of monument.-., by the enhome Monday after being employed
coul agement of historical research
at Northeast Harbor, for the Sum
“'latlon t0 thc Revolution and
mer.
“»« publication cf its results; by the
The Women's Missionary Confer
preservation of documents and
ence of the Lincoln-Baptist Associ
relics, and of the records of the in- I
ation w’ill be held Monday at the
dividual services of Revolutionary
Rockport Baptist Church from 10
soldiers «»d Patriots, and by the
to 4 o'clock.
promotion of celebrations of all
Mrs. George Potter returned to
Patriotic anniversaries.
Needham, Mass., yesterday, after
12) To carry out the injunction
spending two days with her mother,
of Washington in his fareweU adMrs. Clifford Clark She was accom
dress
the American people, 'to
panied on return by Mrs. Geneva
promote, as an object of primary
Eck. who has gone to Miami.
Importance, institutions for the
general diffusion of knowledge,'
The Baptist junior choir will re
thus developing an enlightened
sume rehearsals Tuesday night at
public opinion, and affording to
6 o'clock in the Baptist vestry.
young and old such advavntages as
Miss Carol Baker of Hyannis, and
“hall develop in them the largest
her niece, Patricia MacConnell of
capacity for performing the duties
Revere, aie returning today after a
of American citizens."
visit with Mr. and Mrs. John Baker.
13) To cherish, maintain and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford and
extend the institutions of American
Mrs. Oliver Hahn left this morning
freedom, to foster true patriotism
The glow ing story of America's glorious birth, captured by the cameras of producer-director Frank Lloyd, is told in Columbia's “The Howards
for a few days’ visit in Boston and
and
love of country, and to aid in of Virginia.” which stabs Cary Grant and Martha Scott at the Waldo Theatre. The film is based upon Elizabeth Page’s ‘'The Tree ef Liberty."
a trip through the White Mountains.
securing for mankind all the bless Washington’s troops are shown, top left, drilling before the Governor's Palace in Williamsburg. Va. Paul Kelly and Grant, inset, are two of his
Mrs Erland O. Irish of Schenec
ings of liberty."
officers. Below, left. Grant Ls shown with the Marquis dr Lafayette, Washington, General von Steuben, and an aidr-dr.ramp. Top, center, Grant
tady, N. Y„ and daughter Mrs. Frank
A welcome was extended by Mrs. is shown riding to join the Colonial troops, and, at right, with Miss Scott. Richard Gaines, as Patrick Henry, appears in center inset and in the
Morgan, and son Bruce of Adams.
S. O. Clason, regent of the hostess scene below, right, delivers his challenging “If this be treason, make the most of iti”
Mass., left yesterday for Auburn for
chapter—Samuel Grant Chapter,
the weekend, enroute to their homes
Gardiner, and by Edwin P. Ladd, for "Montpelier" in her outline made
resenting Maine at Camp Vail, held
after spending a few days with Mr.
Mayor cf the city. Greetings were a plea for funds for repairing the
In connection with the Eastern
and Mrs. Harold F Dana.
brought by Mrs. Fred C. Morgan,
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
States Exposition at Springfield.
Vice President General; Mrs roof of the "Old Church" in Thom
ftftftft
meet Wednesday at the vestry for
Mass. They are: Helen Wing. West
Ralph L. Crockett. State Regent aston. The church is under the care
business at 5 o’clock. Supper will
unAo.cHAMnm
Hampden; Dorothy Howland. Readof New Hampshire: Miss Carmeta 'of the Knox Memorial Association.
be served at 6, under direction of
Oorrespondeat
field; Priscilla Stearns. South Paris;
J. Appleby. State President of the -mis
an oid landmark and, if lt
Mrs Ella Stackpole. and in the
Harlan Stevens, Turner Center;
ftftftft
CA R., and Mrs. Charles W. Steele is to be saved, something must be
evening George Shaw of the Maine
Arnold Smith, South Parsonsfleld;
for the Honorary State Regents
TeL
done immediately. While the en
Highway Safety Division will showLess than 1 percent of U. S. I Eunice Bailey, South Sangerville;
Vocal selections were rendered by tire building needs attention the
movies and talk on "Safety.”
cropland is planted to potatoes ! Basil Clements. West Winterport;
Mrs. Norman Fleming whose ac
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok. who has
roof is of the greatest importance
i and Winfield Holman, East DixOscar E. Wishman and Miss Bar
companist was Mrs. Robert Johnson. at the present time. She also asked been occupying her cottage "Lyn- but about 7 percent of all fertilizer
bara Batchelder left this morning
is used on potatoes. Average fer ’ field. Each of the delegates has
Interest in the youth of America
the Chapters to continue their donwood" on Beauchamp Point, for tilizer application per acre on New- been a 4-H Club member from
for Boston to attend the American
is of paramount importance and
memberships and support to Mont the Summer, will return Monday to England potato land was 1665 4 to 10 years and has been outLegion Convention. Thej- were ac
this can be carried out by working pelier.
Philadelphia.
companied from Portland by Mr
pounds in 1936. far higher than ‘ standing ln county and State com
for Opportunity Farm, located at
Mrs H. P Blodgett, State His
Wishman's mother, Mrs. George
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman were in any other section of the country. petition.
Back.” with Olivia De Havilland and New Gloucester, Maine; the two
• • • •
• ft • •
Jeffrey Lj'nn. will be the feature at D A R. schools, Tamassee and Kate torian. gave a list of many projects in Topsham this week to attend a
Lailer.
traction at the Comique Theatre Duncan Smith, these were founded that could be easily carried on by program planning meeting for the ] Reports from Berlin state that
The executive committee and
According to preset plans, an
Sunday and Monday. Tonight the by the DA R. and are maintained the Chapters, which would be of ■ Christian Endeavor Convention to Belgian farmers must turn their nual meetings of county farm bu
officers of the Parent-Teacher
ftftftft
Association met Tuesday. They
double feature program will in by the Society: the building up of interest and of much historical be held there Oct. 25-27. Mr. Over-1 potato crops over to the authori- reaus in Maine will be held on the
JUNE COTE
clude George O'Brien in "Bullet the DAR. Student Loan Fund value, such as writing papers on the raan ls president of the State Youngties, with the exception of an allow- following dates; Androscoggin-Sa
are planning a business meeting
Correspondent
., u . .
_
.
ft
formation of our State in ones own People’s Society Christian Endeavor. ance for themselves, their livestock gadahoc. Oct. 24; Aroostook. Nov.
Code," and Freddie Bartholomew in
as well as a reception to the teach
M ,
...
.. .
.
locality giving the names of the
"Tom Brown's School Days.”
ers Oct. 10.
Mrs. Edith Braun, piano accom- and for planting. The farmers 7; Cumberland. Oct. 25; Franklin,
people in continuing their educa
flrst
settlers and some history of panist for the Curtis String Quartet, | are permitted to keep enough of Oct. 29; Hancock. Oct. 25; Kenne
Among
those
from
here
who
will
There was an attendance of 22
Tel. 713
tion; and the forming of Junior
their families; sketches on Rioted who, with her mother, has been oc- . their potatoes to give each mem- bec. O:t. 31; Krox-Llnroln. Oct.
attend the American Legion Con American Citizens Clubs.
Wednesday at the picnic supper and
men and women of the 8‘.ate; im- cupying their cottage on Mechanic her of the household a pound and 8; Piscataquis. Nov. 2; Somerset,
vention in Bpston next week are
meeting of the Friendly Club at the
These
Junicr
American
Citizens
The Methodist Choir, and their Joshua Ingraham. Eugene Thomp
23: Oxford. Oi't. 30; Penobscot.
home of Miss Helen Studley. There
friends had a most enjoyable picnic son. Carroll Burrill. William Wil Clubs are being organized all over ^creve^thhi^’^rUfifing^to’ th” Stfeet' WlU retUrn Monday t0 Phila*
were two guests present, Mrs. Alice
Nov. 1; Waldo. Oct. 22; Washing
delphia.
the
country
for
all
boys
and
girls
statc
1
'
at the National Park in Camden,
frcm
cv more nf one nn tn hmh
’
v«v
Crawford, Mrs. Josephine Stone's Friday. Sept. 13 the crown consist liams. Luther Goodman. Harry from
Elght 4-H Club members are rep ton. Oct. 25; and York, Oct. 26.
six
years of age up to high collectJcn aI)d pre6ervaU0n
o{ rarp
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Walter
Wadsworth, school, regardless of race, creed or documents: placlng Town Markers meet Wednesday afternoon at the I
guest from Pittsfield: and Miss Mar ing of Rev. and Mrs. W. P Holman. Thurlow.
garet Higgins, the new member of Mr. and Mrs Fred Sherman. Mr. ! George Thomas. Everett Redman. color, not only in schools but wher
at each entgfince to a town and bome
Mrs. Christie Whitney.
the High School faculty. After sup and Mrs Alfred Wilman. Mr. and I Jack Kennedy. Charles Coombs. A. ever boys and girls gather. Excel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sweetland
per, work was done on the Red Mrs. Marion Heal and son John, ' S. (Prince. Edwin French, Allen lent results have been obtained the marking of Revolutionary Sol
TIIE GANG'S ALL HERE
Cross layette the club is preparing. Mrs. Flora Harris. Mrs. Stella Me- j Payson, Louis Hanson and Fred through the school clubs because of diers and Real Daughters graves and son Jerry of Reading. Mass., and
Charles
Collins
of
North
Reading,
as
well
as
historical
spots.
Mrs.
Eddy
The next meeting will be Oct. 2.
Rae. Philip Pendleton. S. ConstanMlss Owendolvn McKav wlll leave the co-ordinating of the club pro
Federated Circle will hold a picnic tinte. and Miss Doris Sylvester. A Sunday t0 resume hcr studles at jects with the regular school cur Blodgett's report will bc published were guests Wednesday- and Thurs
day of Mr. Collins' mother, Mrs.
in Tuesday's issue.
Tuesday at Bradford's Point, delicious menu composed of ham- I the Traphagen pa^jon &h()oi
riculum. The purpose is to show
Leslie C. Deane.
The
State
Chairman
of
National
Friendship, at the home of Mrs. burgers, com, cookies, cakes, and : New York Clty
them the advantages offered to
Defense Through Patriotic EducaThe Methodist Junior Choir will
Fred Young. Picnic dinner will be coffee was consumed with alacrity
American citizens and to instill in
'_______
cation was obliged to resign and | hold a food sale this afternoon at
served at noon, and all desiring
their
minds
a
sense
of
the
respon

and in some cases in excess of their
Horatio Seymour of New York
transportation may call Miss Helen capacities. In spite of a llttie : declined thenomination of the Na- sibility of citizenship. They are Mrs. Helen Carlson of Lady Knox the Carnival-Regatta office.
Chapter was appointed in hcr
Mrs. Belle Coates, with Mr. and I
Studley. Members are requested to
-hower. the crowd had a grand time. tiOnal Democratic Convention in taught to uphold the standards of place.
Mrs. Ralph Loring of Rockland
take dishes, and if not solicited, take later adjourning to Mrs. Harris’ jggg saying, ‘Your cadldate I can- honor and respect for our Flag and
At the close of the meeting it spent Wednesday In Portland.
either sandwiches or sweets.
and dehome for rehearsal.
i
j,ut j„ tj,e hubbub nobody what it means , to, cherish
. .
,
. was announced that the March
The topic of thc prayer meeting
fend it. Several clubs have already
J, , , , ,
Mr*. Mildred Holmes, who has
Thc board of directors of the J heard him.
Later he accepted
i„ the schools
__ _ of state Conferer.ee would be held in
Thursday night at the Baptist
been organized in
been a surgical patient at the New j
Bangor.
Outing Club meets Tuesday night j but made such a poor candidate
Church is "A Working Religion.”
at 8 o’clock at the Selectmens’ office. I that in the middle of the campaign Thcmaston. Camden and Rockport. | Lady Knox Chapter was well rep England Baptist Hospital in Rox
The Dr Herman A. Clark Club
Rally Day will be observed in the
James Sullivan and daughter! discouraged Democrats clamored
resented at this Fall meeting by bury, Mass., the past three weeks,
of the Grant St. School, who carBaptist Church and Sunday school
. .
.
i the regent. Mabelle F. Rose. State returned home Friday.
Elaine
of
Quincy.
Mass.,
were
guests
j
for
h!s
substitution
by
seme
other
with a special communion service
led on n a perfect manner, regu- Histonant Mrs Maude Blodgett
Miss Marion Cavanaugh, who has
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. John | man.
lar meeting of the Club. The pro
pro- J two state chalrmen
Oct. 6. Christian Endeavor will hold
been employed in Vermont as a
Campbell.
i
'
gram
for
the
day
was
"The
Consti

its first fall meeting in the evening
Snow and Mrs. Helen Carlson and practical nurse for several weeks,
Mrs. C. J. Grassow of Hope Is at'
tution'' and showed that the 20 or
at 6 o'clock.
five members, Mrs. Joshua South has returned home.
Homc
Made
Bread
&
Rolls
'he home of her daughter and sonso youngsters had made a thorough
ard. Mrs. Carl Mcran. Mrs. Hattie
In The Churches
Everett Pitts of Framingham.
on sale at
study of this Important document.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Davies and Miss Marion Weidman. Mass., spent the past week at his
St. James Catholic Church: Mass Thomas.
It is of interest to note that Dr.
THE
DORMANETTE
Also in the party were Dr. Gross, home on Russell avenue. Thursday
at 9 a. m.
Clark for whom his tlub is named
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kempf closed J
Bt. John’s Church: At 9 a. m.. their tourist home. Four Maples,' Orders Taken for Home Cooking is a helpless Invalid and is fast los a member of Liberty Tree Chapter. night he and Mrs. Pitts attended a
TEL. 971-W
Boston and Mrs. Nicholas Anza- dinner in connection with the
Holy Eucharist.
ing his eye-sight but ln spite of all
yesterday, leaving for St . Petersburg.
SPECIAL DINNER MENUS
thi- i,„
-i.. .u
... , lone' regent of General Knox freshman reception at Colby Col
St. George's Church, Long Cove: Fla., where they will manage the,
u,'lr
ol
EACH DAY
lege. their daughter Josephine be Roy AeulT wiih his Smnkv Mountain Boys and Rachel in a seene from
At 6 p. m.. Evensong.
Hotel Alden.
112‘lt motto "Keep on keeping on.
Republic's new film, "Grand Ole Opry."
Federated Church: Sunday school
ing a member of the entering class.
Mrs. Anne Snow, State chairman
The theme of the sermon at 11 I
Children's Matinee Monday, 4.00 P. M.
at 9.45 a. m., worship at 11. The o'clock Sunday at the Baptist
Word received from First Select
morning topic is "Tlie Helplessness Church bj Rev. W. F. Brown will j
ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
man and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
of God." The anthem for thc morn be “The Weakness of Our Age of j
states that they arrived Monday in
Cjenuine. &nqrave<)
ing ls "The Lord Is Great.” Ep Power.” The music will be ar-1
San Francisco after a delightful
worth League meets at 6 and the ranged bv Mrs Anne Grinnell. The
triq, and today will visit the World’s
SOCIAL
topic for the evening service at 7 church school will open at 9.45. The
Fair.
is “Luke, the Physician."
mid-week devotional service will be
STATIONERY
•Rev. and Mrs. Charles R. Sims
Baptist Church: Sunday School at held Thursday night at 7.30.
of Bath and his father Robert A.
A reputation (or social correctness
9.45, and at 11 there will be a spe
Sims of Auburndale. Mass., were:
Mrs. Ann Oureto of Presque Isle
is not costly. You can stamp your
cial service for the members of Bat is guest of Mrs. P. J. Good.
daily activities with the mark of
visitors Friday at the home of Rev.
tery F, National Guards. For this
correctness by usin? GENUINE
Funeral services for Howard
and Mrs. C. V. Overman.
ENGRAVED
business
cards
and
service Rev. Mr. Perron will be as Woodbury Thomas. 19-months old
Mrs. L. True Spear goes today to
informals at this low price.
sisted by Mrs. Carl R. Gray and his son of Clarence and Elvira < Ste
East Corinth to spend two weeks
50 paneled informals
topic will be "You Cannot With phenson* Thomas, who died early
with her son and daughter-in-law,
out God.” Special music will in Friday morning, were held this
50 envelopes to match
Mr. and Mrs. Ross P. Spear.
elude two chorales, the first from morning at 10 o’clock at the Good
100 paneled visiting cards
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schone,
the "Ninety-first Psalin" of Fred funeral home, Rev. William E. Ber
who have been visiting Mrs. Schone’s
FOR ONLY
erick Field Bullard, and the second ger officiating. Burial was in the
mother, Mrs. G. W. Miller, and
a patriotic selection "Onward Ye family lot in Mountain cemetery.
brother, Wesley Barter, of Camden,
Peoples.” by Sibelius. Mrs. Faith
"Convict No. 1" will be. the sub
returned Friday to Roxbury, Mass.
INCLUDING
G. Berry will be organist and Mr.s. ject of the sermon by the pastor,
THE PLATE1
They were accompanied by their
Blanche E. Lermond pianist. Other Rev. Weston P. Holman, Sunday, at
son Charles, who has been visiting
Doun. ol oth.r engraved (octal
music included will be the "Festal 10 30 at thc Methodist Church.
n«4i.
his grandmother tlie past three
March," by Telman; "O Thou Sub The music will bc directed by A. F.
months.
Postage
Extra
lime, Sweet Evening Star," by Wag Sherman. Bible classes and church
Rev. John Cinders of Worcester,
ner; and "Sorti in F Major." by Rog school will be at 11.45. Happy Hour
Mass., was dinner guest Thursday
THE COURIER-GAZETTE of Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman.
ers. In the evening at 7 Mrs. Gray services will be held at 7.30 with
will present a timely Bible lesson en praise service and talk by the pastor
Rev. Mr. Sanders and Rev. Mr.
titled “The Signs of the Times.'
on the subject "The Golden Age of
Overman were classmates at Gor
the Soul.” Miss Ruth Owen will bc
don Theological Seminary
In 1900 there were eight national soloist. Church night service will
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder have
Presidential tickets in the field: Re be Thursday at 7.30 and choir re
been spending the week at Moose
publican, McKinley and Roosevelt; hearsal Friday night.
head Lake, as a part of their wedDemocratic, Bryan and Stevenson;
Miss Edith M. Thompson, daugh
: ding trip.
Prohibitionist, Wooley and Metcalf; ter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman J.
Mrs. Effie Veazie and Mrs. Marion
Social Democrartic, Debs and Har Thompson of Matinicus, and Joseph
J Cash of Rockland spent Wednesday
riman; Socialist-Labor, Malloney F. Wilson were married Wednesday
i with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and Pemmel; Mid-Road Populist, night at the Wilson home on Chest
Enos E. Ingraham at the Ingraham
Barker and Donnelly; Union Re nut street. Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockcamp at Norton Pond.
“I've got a hunch!" says store clerk Ginger Rogers to Greenwich Vilform, Ellis and Nicholson; United port officiated at the double rir.g iagP artist Ronald Colman. So they buy a sweepstakes ticket, win a prize
Again portraying “Chan." (lie famous sereen sleuth, Sidney Toler
Christian. Leonard and Mai tin.
service. Mr. Wilson is emploj'ed on j am| go On a Niagara Falsi hnoeymoon posing as brother and sister. The
Seven states and Mexico share stalks an eerie killer in a museum nf crime during his latest 20th Centurythe yacht owned bj' the Drexels of, entanglements which follow when the brilliant co-star’s make-believe
tne water of the Colorado river Fox mj-stery hit, “Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum." Combining comedy,
Buy Yourself rich—through clas- Philadelphia and Dark Harbor.
nuptial trip develops into the real thing highlight RKO Radio’s "Lucky
under an allocation approved by chills and thrills, the best in the "Chan” series. Sen Yung, C. Henry Gor
The film contedv, "My Love C-ime | Partners” with sophistication, hilarity, and swell entertainment,
don, Mare Lawrence and others are featured in a fine east,
llfled q«w».
congress,

Tel. 190

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

i “ h“U daUy'

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY
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Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Earle Graves entertained
at her cottage, Lermond Pond,
Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Post and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Com
stock.

OCl ETY.

Page Seven

Helen Perry Radie’s Prize

This And That

a

Mrs. George Brown 6f Everett,
Mass., who is occupying her cottage
at Ingraham Hill is visiting Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer have Olive M. Spear, Old County road.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Buffum
ind Miss Charlotte Buffum mo returned from a motor trip wh’ch i
ored to Portland the last of the took them to Fredericton and Saint
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius E. Jones and
fveek where Miss Buffum took the Jchn, in JJew Brunswick, and sen Edwin are cn a motor trip to
rain for a visit in Boston and through a little traveled but highly New Britain, Conn.
(.Voonsocket, R. I. for a stay with interesting section of Maine.
relatives.
Mrs. George Porter of Brighton.
The arrival of a great-grandchild Mass., who has been visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis and ln the family of the W. O. Fullers, mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose, Lisle street,
tfrs. Nathan Farwrll are home Sept 19. has proven an event of returned home yesterday.
_
rom Coopers Beach where they much interest. The newcomer, a
son,
was
born
in
Chicago
to
Mr.
Mrs.
Pauline
Schofield ls absent
Summered.
I and Mr. Carl Ingraham, the mother from her duties at Perry's Park
Mr. and Mrs. Prank W Fuller being a daughter of Howard and street Market, confined to her home
ire in Bangor for a visit with the Elizabeth (Fulleri Philbrook. and a by illness.
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Wyman Fosters.
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, Depart
O. Fuller. This is the second great
Mrs. Mary Newell leaves Mon- grandchild recorded ln this family. ment Vice President of the third
district and Mrs. Minnie Smith go
lay for her home in New York
Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Depart tonight to attend the Boston Na
ifter a Summer's visit with Mrs.
Arthur S. Littlefield and her hosts ment vice president of thc Third tional Convention of American Le
if friends she has made during her District Council, and Mrs. Minnie gion and Auxiliaries. Mrs. JackSmith, past president cf Winslow- sen goes as a delegate.
nany Summer visits to this city.
Holbrook Post Auxiliary attended
Miss Marie Berry, who has en
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike is in the the reception for Mrs. Mary Milli
Tangor Osteopathic Hospital, 26 ken, Department president in West tered Oakgrove Seminary, was
given a farewell party by her par
Baldwin.
fifth street, for observation.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
Hatetoqultlt Club was entertained at their Megunticook Lake cottage
Miss Elizabeth Snow will go tonorrow to enter upon her studies Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. Sunday. Boating, swimming and a
it the Boston School of Occupa Retta Cole, bridge awards going to Jelly scavenger hunt, with outdoor
Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Ma picnic supper were the highlights.
tional Therapy.
bel Thorndike, and guest prizes to Guests were the Misses Betty
Miss Dorothy Sherman will leave Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Aimee Karl, Joan Horne,
Refreshments were Charlotte Cowan, Vittrlce Hayes,
Sunday for Boston where she will Collamore.
Sandia Hallowell and Sylvia ChrisI lave several days of special train- served.
toffersen, and Donald Kalloch.
' ng in the Scars Roebuck mail orRuth Mayhew Tent held a very Lincoln McRae. Albert Havener,
ler house on Brookline avenue.
After finishing the training she successful sale and beano party at Christopher Bird, George Goldfarb.
will spend her vacation visiting O.A.R. hall Monday afternoon. Ernest Munro, Morton Estes, Don
Flowers and crepe paper made the ald Estes and Horatio Cowan.
'riends in Boston and vicinity.
tables very attractive. The apron
Mrs. Edward J. Baxter was hos
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Alexander of table was presided over by Maud
West Haven, Conn.. %are guests of Cables and Carrie House, the cooked tess Thursday night at supper and
Mr. and Mrs. laForest Teel. West food table by Bessie Harraden, the a card party, at ''Bangalore," Ginn's
candy table by Elizabeth Murray Point. Honors went to Mrs. Clara
Meadow road.
and Florence Rogers. A large T. Curtis. Mrs. Bernard Jameson.
Spencer Individual Designing crowd attended the beano party ln Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley and Mrs.
Service Corsets. Rirdles. brassieres, charge of Inez Packard. During Theodore Sylvester. Other guests
and surgical supports. Mrs Mona the afternoon the quilt was award were Mrs Harry Levenscler, Mrs
M. McIntosh. 235 Broadway. Tel. ed to Ida Elms of Belfast. Much Levi Flint, Mrs. Donald Farrand,
?2-M.—adv.
112 114 | business was discussed and thanks Mrs. George Hallowell, Mrs Her
extended all who in any way helped bert Thomas, Mrs. Lawrence Leach,
Visit Lucien K. Green As Son for to make the event such a success. Mrs Francis Harden, Mrs, Osgood
(Airs; Burdrlls Dress Shop for A reading by Josephine Lothrope Gilbert, Mrs. Elmer Teel and Mrs.
Dresses. Complete stocks always and a solo by Jennie Peitroski was Kenneth Spear.
on hand. New merchandise coming much enjoyed. The next regular
Beano, G.A.R. hall Monday, 2
in every day at moderate prices. , meeting of the Tent will be Oct. 7
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. with Carrie House chairman of the p. m. Sept. 23; two free prizes and
It
School street. Rockland.
107-tf ) supper and beano In the afternoon. door prize—adv.
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Above is seen Mrs. Helen Perrv Radie at her North Main street home, receiving the 1940 Nash sedan
she earned in the recent Oxydol contest, conducted by Proctor A Gamble. Clem Smith of Rockport, district
Nash dealer, is making the award, which includes 1000 gallons of gasoline. Arthur Pennengill represents Proc
tor & Gamble and is presenting Earl C. Perry of Perry's Markets, with $50 as being the merchant selling the
Oxydol to Mrs. Radic. Mr. Pettengill states that this made Ihe 60th automobile presented by his company.

Mrs. Ella Cateombe entertained
at her Owl's Head home Thursday
evening at sewing. Guests were
Mrs. Clarence Storer. Miss Ruth
L. Rogers. Mrs. Stella McRae. Mrs.
Lenora Cooper, and Miss Harriett
Richardson. Lunch was served.

Annual Fall Picnic
Opportunity Class and
Guests Entertained At
Holiday Beach

School And College
List Of Rockland Students
Who Will Enter Institu
tions of Higher Learning

The "gates of knowledge" are re
Miss Alice McIntosh entertained opening. and thousands of students
Opportunity Class Wednesday night are starting another year in col
witli 75 members and guests being leges. normals schools and business
present for the annual fall picnic schools. Presented here ls a par
and birthday party, held at Oscar tial Ust of those from this city who
Duncan's cottage. Holiday Beach. will leave soon to enter school, and
The cottage was attractively deco it is hoped that additional names
Mrs. Choris Jenkins is in Port rated with bouquets of fall flowers. will be sent ln.
Fairmont Junior College. Wash
land this week, visiting her daugh
Following the baked bean supper,
ter Miss Mina Jenkins.
a program was introduced by Mrs. ington. D. C.—Laura Pomroy.
University of Maine—Eleanor
Helen McKinney, and those taking
Mrs. Jennie Feyler is ill at her part were Mrs. Clara Emery, re-I Look. Barbara Orff. Betty McAlary.
home on Park street.
viewing "The Prussian Lady ol Donald Marriner. Edward William
Cranberry Island;" a trembone and j son. Meredith Dondis. Grant Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McCart ' piano duet by Florian Clark and Frederick Perry, Paul Horeyseck.
Farmington Normal School—Bar
ney and Miss Ruth McCartney were his daughter Miss Charlotte; read
guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. ing by Mrs. Corice Randall; vocal bara Derry. Nancy Snow, Betty
Alton Wotton of Fairhaven. Mass. solo by Miss Muriel Adams, accom- ( Beach. Hilda Spear, Pearl Leonard.
They returned to Rockland, Wed panied by Mrs. Lillian Joyce, and Elizabeth Lurvey.
Lesley School. Cambridge, Mass
nesday.
hymns sung by a trio composed of I
Mrs. Joyce, Mrs. Mildred Havener —Jeannette Gordon.
Harvard Law School — Hervey
Miss Louise McIntosh is having and Miss Shirlene McKinney.
her annual vacation from the office Group singing, with Mr. Clark and Allen.
Dartmouth College—J. William
of Penobscot Fish Company, and Mrs Joyce accompanying. ended
Anderson.
leaves today for St. Andrews. Tenn., the fine program.
Yale University—Gerald Bever
where she will be the guest of Rev.
Mrs. Margaret Lindsey was in
and Mrs. Erskine Wright. Her re charge of the supper and arrange- I age.
Colby College—Oordon Richard
turn trip will include a visit with ments, assisted by Mrs. Eda Post.
son.
James East, Ruth Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Barbour Mrs. Ada Prescott. Mrs. Elva Woos
in Washington. D. C. and will be ter, Mrs Anna Brasler, Mrs. Eliza- j Hester Hatch.
Johns Hopkins Medical School—
Joined in New York City by Miss beth Williamson and Mtss McIn
Robert AUen.
Katherine McDonald for a few days. tosh. Birthday cakes were served I
Hebron Academy—William Bick
by Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs. Past. Mrs.
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost and Helen McKinney and Mrs. Marion nell.
Boston University—William Weed
daughter Dorothy are cn a motor Lindsey.
Jr., Albert McCarty.
trip, visiting en route Miss Norma
It was deeply regretted that Rev
Bangor Theological SeminaryFrost, Worcester, Mass., and re and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald
turning by way of Lewiston, where were unable to attend. Apprecia Perry Howard.
Oorham Normal School Mazie
Dorothy will begin hcr third year at tion was expressed to Mr?. Elizabeth
Joy,
Marilyn Ramsdell. Mary
Bates College.
Williamson for making transporta Dodge, Richard Marsh, Laroy
tion arrangements.
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Glover of
Kents Hill School—Ruth Nichols
Charlotte. N. C„ are spending a
Gardner Brown went yesterday to
Queens University, Kingston. Onfew days at Mr Glover's former resume his studies at Columbia Uni
j tario—Jessie Olds.
Rockland home, guests of Mr. and versity.
Bates College—Marion Ludwick.
Mrs J. Fred Knight.
Dorothy Frost, Doris Borgerson.
Bowdoin College Harold Dondis,
Robert Brown.
St. Joseph’s Academy, PortlandSunday and Monday
cMci/ltl OH, qOU/l
Eleanor Hall.
Nasson College Barbara Griffin
Emerson College Katherine Rice
Norwich University — Richard
Ellingwood.
Lafayette College—John Huke.

Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook was
hostess Wednesday afternoon to
F. FA Club, serving a picnic supper.
Prizes in bridge were awarded to
Mis. Grace Rollins. Mrs. Lizzie
French and Mrs. Millie Trhomas.

Spirit tablets found In the living
rooms of Chinese houses, inscribed
with tlie names of dead ancestors
arc supposed by the Chinese to be
tenanted by thc spirits of these an'ccstors.

a
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COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADb
WORK WONDERS

You need all 3 For Room Beauty —
You GET ALL THREE in a

Childrens' Matinee Monday 4 I’M

BIGELOW

have to "fake" if — you'll find

long-lasting satisfaction in "As
You like ll" hosiery. And these
stockings are beautiful, too!

59c up

RUG

FANNY HEIKKINEN
471 MAIN ST.,

NOW AVAILABLE AT

BOCKLAND. ME.
113-114

Tuesday and Wednesday

Suntiay-Monday-Tucsday
Corns Md sm them try net
to fall In lovs on thslr makobokovo honeymoon!

CHARLIE CHAN
AT THC

MX MUSEUM
wf»h SIDNEY TOLER

READY-MADE PRICES
DURING OUR GREAT
ROMf.LD

GINGIR

•

COLMAN ROGERS
Come tomorrow for your new Bigelow TailorMade rug. Choose from our vast range of new
patterns, colors (an almost unlimited array), and
styles, including all thc latest effects. A our rug
will bc individually cut to your ioob'i dimen
sions, to insure a perfect fit.

Check Your Size nnd Price Here
4.6x6
4.6x9
4.6x12
6x9

*

$12.25 7.6x9
18.25 9x9
24.59 9x10.6
24.59 9x12

29.95
36.75
37 50
39.59

9x15

59.50

9x18
9x11

69.50
38.50

12x12

59.50

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

•

<

GRAPHICS

P"

'COMIQUE

THEATRE

Tri 2519

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
OLIVIA DF. HAVILLAND
JEFFREY LYNN

•‘MY LOVE CAME BACK”
TONIGHT
Big Double Feature
GEORGE O'BRIEN
BULLET CODE
plus
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
‘TOM BROWN'S SCHOOLDAYS
POPEYE CARTOON
BIG CASH NICIIT, $350

Your own soclally-correct en
graved personal stationery — at
lowest prices In history. Ccnulne
steel die engraved Initial, en
hanced by gold imprinting.
25 sheets with engraved
personal initial and 25
matching envelopes. A
variety of styles, com
binations and colors.-31
Also a full line of other engraved
social stationery needs al very
low prices.

SPRING BYINGTON
JACK CARSON
Cecilia Loftua
Harry Davenport
Hugh O’Connell

its

TODAY
BRIAN AHERNE in
"HIRED WIFE”

-- - » » IK

NEW

In a letter from Mrs. Everett C.
Herrick of Newton Centre, Mass.,
she said. "I would like to have at
tended Diana s tea. Have Just had
a letter from her mother. Lady
Forbes-Robertson.
She
writes.
We are all thrilled by the exploits
of the 'RAF and no one has any
doubt that we will not triumpli
over the enemy as the country is
absolutely united in the fighting
spirit and ready for anything. Wr
have a “shelter” where we sleep
soundly every night no matter
whether the “Jerries" are over us
or not'." Mrs. Herrick closes with
this word. "Isn't British courage
and spirit wonderful."
• • • •
Tlie Nrw York Times, that great
Democratic newspaper, has gone
WiUkie and gives the best of
reasons why.
• to • •
Oov. Lewis O. Barrows has kept
at his work with that fine courage
that ls only found in the minds of
highest caliber.
to to to to
Elderberry Pie
"It hurts my thrifty Nrw England
soul to see the elderberries so fa I
and black, and nobody making pies
of them. In New York state, where
I started my teaching career, eld
erberry pies are a staple article of
I he Fall diet. Pick the biacki ?l.
fattest, elderberries you can find,
and use them Just as you would
blueberries, only—and this is thf
secret—add one teaspoonful of vine
gar to an eight-inch pie. two teaspoonfuls to a rea liv big pie. Aren't
they seedy? you ask. Not so seedy
as a blackberry pie. I answer. And
they are delicious.''
to to to to
It is worth your while to open
your eyes early these mornings and
view the beauty of the brilliant
Eastern heavens as thp sun pulls
through the glory of colorful haze
into the morning sky.
• • • •
It is a real pleasure to see the
longer masses of hair on the
charming school lassies as they
wend their way to school each day,
and mostly they are dressed in
feminine attire which greatly adds
to their beauty ar.d attractiveness.
• • to •
And now watch for the opening
wedge of study clubs for the Win
ter.
to • to to
"Tickets, please." said the con
ductor. A sleepy passenger opened
one eye, looked up and closed it
again.
"Where's your ticket?" asked the
conductor, givirg him a shake.
“Haven't you got one? ' The pass
enger yawned, opened the other
eye and shook his head.
"Then youll have to pay," ex
claimed the conductor. "Five- andsix. please. Here, I say. wake up!
Five-and-six."
The weary eyes opened again and
enlightenment dawned in the
passenger's face. "Eleven," he an
swered quietly.
« • • •

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MRS. JANE WHITE
Jane Prince (Studley), widow of
the Lite ex-Mayor William S.
White, died Thursday night, the
result of a sudden attack of
peritonitis. She had recently at
tained practically complete recov
ery from the effects of a broken
, hip brought about by a fall some
months ago. and her illness which
ended fatally began only last Sun
day. She lapsed into unconscious
ness after being removed to the
By K. S. P.
hospital Wednesday, unable to
recognize those who gathered at
the bedside.
Isn't it almost time Ior a lecture
The deceased was born in War
in Rockland by the distinguished ren April 25, 18(19, daughter of
Commander Donald B MacMillan. James M., and Martha ('Prince)
Tliis city has not heard his lattst Studley. Attendance at tlie War
lecture. Now is a good time for it. ren public schools, was supplemen
• 0 • 0
\
ted by a course at the East Maine
The University of Maine has Conference Seminary ln Bucksport.
drawn some distinguished fam She was married at the age of 20
ily members Igslde their doors to the late William C French and
this school year. Governor Bar- in 1922 became the wife of William
rows’ son' is back for his sophomore S. White, whose death occurred in
year, and Governor SewaU's nephew 1932.
is an entering freshman. More out
A generous heart and happy spirit
of Skate young folks are also en won for her many friends, and the
tering than usual. This University deep affection of the two children
of Maine stands very high in Ihe whom she idolized—Mrs. Neil B.
minds of many.
Packard of Camden street, and
to • • to
Cedric P. French, who is in the
The Secret Service will not a t-w employ of the Bath Iron Works.
the President to travel by air, so There are four grandchildren:
says a contemporary newspaper. Ruth. Jane, Ronald and Margaret
Then why let his better half do so Packard.
Thc last rites will be held at thc
much of this kind of sailing about?
to to to •
Russell Funeral Home Sunday aft
That ski trail at Mount Desert ernoon nt 2 o'clock. Rev. Dr. John
is going the limit of 950 feet with Smith I owe officiating. Burial will
a breath taking vertical tisc uf ISO be in the Studley family lot in
and the entire go will be uping 1350 Fairview cemetery. Warren.
feet which will make this the high
Mr.s. L. P. .Waller of Wellesley,
est in Maine thus far. Probably
now all the other trails will reach Mass , and Mr.s. Etta Peabody of
Tlie Weirs. N II. are eiiests of Mr
higher soon.
and Mrs J. E. Stevens, Talbot ave
• • • •
Babies of Panama are getting nue.
more milk because farmers have
Mrs. J. H. ohm and daughter
found greater profits in dairy
Marjorie who have been the guests
farming than ln raising crops.
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs
• • to •
for two weeks, have returned to
The Dominican Republic expects Cleveland. Ohio.
to produce 500000 tons of sugar
this year, so someone will have
plenty of sweets.
• • • •
The average height of the earth's
land above sea level ls 2300 feet.
• • to •
Harvest moon is glorious when
the clouds will let one see it.
• • to to
Uruguay's first case under the
new law against illegal associations
was the protest of the Italian con
sulate against remarks about Italy
by a local radio station.

Shows: Mat. Z: F.vg. 6 15 and 845
Continuous Saturday Z 15 to 10.45
Sunday Mat. 3— l>a.llight Time

These words of wisdom should
put thought into hearts for they
come from one who is full of wis
dom. "The first ingrpdlpnt in con
versation ls truth; the next, good
sense; the third, good humor; and
the fourth,

wit,”

HAIR CONDITIONING
TREATMENTS
For Dry, Brittle or
Lustrrless llair

Payson’s
Beauty Salon
73 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

LET US LEND
YOU A COPY

Inspect this
AMAZING New
COLOR-GUIDE

AT LEISURE...in
your own home!
Don’t miss this easy way to choose
paint colors ... to get new ideas
for painting and decorating ... in
the comfort of your own home! In
this amazing, 120-page SherwinWilliams Paint and Color Style
Guide you’ll find 95 giant, fullcolor Kodachromc photos... scores
of color schemes . . . hundreds of
smart, practical decorating ideas!

Phone 14
We’ll Deliver!
Just reach for the phone and call
us. We'll gladly deliver the Guide
to your home. Ho cost or obliga
tion. Phone now/

KO COST or
obligation
for this service
Sherw/)? Wh-MAMS Paints

W. H. GLOVER CO.
PHONE 11.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

est orchestra conductor' who has
yet lived.
• • • •
The United States School of
Music located ln the Navy Yard,
Washington. D. C„ offers an ex
cellent musical education to young
er musicians. This school, estab
lished in 1935. is living up to the
standards of the other scltools
maintained by the Navy. The
4> Gladyt Si. Clair Heistad
course of instruction is for a period
sens is to conduct one of his sym of 18 months. When a class is
graduated, it is transferred as a
phonic numbers with the Cincin single unit, to one of the vessels of
nati Symphony Orchestra ln Jan- the Fleet.
• • • •
, uary of next year.

Realm of
Music

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

"Stella Pickert" means far more in the memories of Deer Isle and points east than the unimpressive little
steamer pictured above seems to warrant. She wore the same colors and the same white “G" on her stark that
characterize her capable successor of 194(1, the Eugenie Spofford. Photo loaned by James I. Stinson.

No. 64
er City of Rockland.
Several1
Into 8teamboat Days steps this queries have come ln concerning
issue a welcome new figure in the her and requests for pictures of
.
,
_
person of Thomas H. Eames, M. D. both her major wrecks, that ’ff
of Arlington Center, Mass. Dr Crescent Beach and at the mouth
Eames is a steamboat fan of parts of the Kennebec.
and among his other accomplishIt is of the latter episode that
ments ls the writing- of highly in- Dr. Eames sjieaks today and proteresling brochure on the wreck duces two vitally important pictures
of the steamer Portland which will for this column, showing the end of
appear, ilustrated, in this column the great side wheeler, named for
in due time, by permission.
this city. Heretofore this pictorial
A considerable revival is appar- proof had been sought but lacking,
ent of late, of Interest in the steamIn the Sept. 9. 1939. issue, pic-

tures of both wrecks were presented
1,1 her first crackup. July 26. 1904.
0,1 So’I,lluest ledge the Rockland
emerged in fair condition, being a
new ship. In the later wreck
Sept. 2, 1923, she lay in a very bad
position for several days on the
ledges of! Cox's Point at the mouth
uf the Kennebec. The MerrittChapman
Wrecking
Company
undertook salvage assisted by Capt
John I. Snow and the tug 8ommers
N Smith of this port, which worked
through Sept. 10 on the Job.
The City of Rockland was finally
floated anc taken to Boston where
she was surveyed and found to be
in such bad condition that repair
was impossible and she was cojjdemned.
The cld ship spent a desolate
vear following, tied up waiting her
fate and on Oct. 29 1924. was
burned at Little Misery Island, off
Salem. Mass

The Sunday afternoon concerts
of the New Yoik Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra, an unbroken
radio series on the Columbia net
Hearing Mr. Wetzler speak of Dr.
work since 1930. will be resumed
on Sunday. Oct. 13. John Barbirolli, Karl Muck who was director of
beginning a renewal engagement of , the Boston Symphony Orchestra
two years, is to return as perman and who died ln Stuttgart. Oer
ent conductor of the orchestra. many, in March of this year, re
America's oldest which enters its minds me of a clipping I kept, of
99th year of existence. The com an editorial which appeared ln
mentator will again be the disting Musical America shortly after
uished composer-critic and author. Muck's death. In part lt read:
“It ls as a conductor that muDeems Taylor. As guest conduc
tors in mid-season, two noted ! sicians will remember Dr. Karl
leaders will take charge of the Muck whose death at 80 removes
orchestra: Bruno Walter, who has from the world scene one of music's
been associated for many years in grand old men. The passions and
the past with the orchestra, and events ot the World War can have
Dimitri Mitropoulos. director of | no part in an estimation of his
the Minneapolis Symphony. Tlie place among the men who did
list of soloists offer: Pianists: Ania most for our present day orchestral
Dorfmann. Dalles Frantz. Oltta standards. Under hls leadership
Gradova. Jose Iturbi, Eugene List, the Boston Symphony could chal
Nadia Reisenberg. Artur Rubin lenge all rivals, here or abroad. It
stein, Rudolf Serkin. and Beveridge had been a grand orchestra before
Webster, and the duo-pianists and It has been a grand orchestra
Vronsky and Babin.
Violinists: since. From the flrst conductor,
Adolf Busch. Zino Francescattl, George Henschel, to the illustrious
Nathan Milsteln, Erica Morinl. incumbent. Serge Koussevitzky. it
But
Mishel Piastre, Albert Spalding and has been brilliantly led.
Joseph Szigeti. Cellists: Oregor Muck's is one of the names that
Piatlgorsky and Joseph Schuster. musicians will remember flrst, be
In the opening weeks of the new cause of his distinctive technical
season Barbirolli has not arranged mastery and the interpretative
for any soloists and will present powers that went far beyond that.
programs made up mainly from the As much as any other conductor
symphonic works of Mendelssohn. who may be named, he set a high
Beethoven. Brahms ar.d Sibelius. standard of musical discrimina
One of the special events he in tion for this country's symphonic
tends to observe ts the 75th birth programs. His performances were
day of Sibelius on Sunday Dec. 8 individual, distinct, brilliantly de
• • • •
tailed. and bore the vital stamp of
Hermann Hans Wetzler. disting authority.”
uished conductor-comiicser. who
Mr Wetzler's comment was to
was a Rockport visitor this late the effect that probably without
Summer, writes that Eugene Ooos exception Dr Muck was tbe great

THE YOVNG PHILOSOPHER'S SONG
With a cat. with a bear
My morning walk I share
Paw In hand and c^iw in hand
Through the green midsummer land.
The listening birds within the wood
ApprcAe our converse, sage und good.
And follow us among the trees
To overhear our homlllea.
Till to the larger light of day
Forth from the wood we make our way
And well contented homeward fare,
Cat. philosopher and bear
—By Henry Beston
• • • •

My eye lighted upon the fore
going poem because Henry Beston's name is known to many of
us. both through reading his de
lightful books and articles and hav
ing heard him speak on herbs be
fore the Rockland Oarden Club a
few years ago. Mr. Beston. and his
equally famous wife, Elizabeth
i Coatsworth. have a passion for
Maine and have their Summer
home at East Neck, Nobleboro. on
what they call Chimney Farm. Mr.
Beston has written flve books, his
wife 18. Both are prolific maga
zine writers. Mr. Beston ia a popu
lar lecturer as well.
• • • •
Boston
Symphony Orchestra
opens its 60th season on Oct. 11,
with Dr. Koussevitzky beginning
his 17th season as conductor. Novel
ties will include new symphonies
by Igor Stravinsky. Paul Hinde
mith, Roy Harris (his Fourth for
orchestra with chorus), and Ari thur Shepherd; the new cellocon| certo to be played by Oregor Piatl
gorsky. and the Variations for
String Orchestra "by Benjamin BritI ten. British composer, who will

have his flrst hearing in Boston.
Revivals will include the Mozart
Requiem, in honor of the 150th an
niversary of the composer's death
in 1791; the Ninth Symphony of
Beethoven, the “Faust” Symphony
of Liszt, Tchaikovsky s "Manfred”
Symphony and others. The mem
ory of Frederick Converse will be
honored by the playing of his
"American Sketches.” The British
composers, Vaughan Williams, ArI nold Bax. and Eugene Ooossens,
will be represented on the pro
grams. Soloists will Include Mr.
Piatlgorsky. Vladimir
Horowitz,
Jascha Heifetz, and Nathan Milstein. Igor Stravinsky and Desire
| Defauw will be guest conductors.
I This will be the first appearance ln
! Boston of Mr. Defauw. Belgian
i conductor of note.
• • • •
Fritz Kreisler will open the Bos
ton recital season Sunday after
noon, Oct. 27 in Symphony Hall,
with his only Boston concert of
the current season. Other artists
during the season will be Marian
Anderson, LawTence Tibbett, Busch
and Serkin Rachmaninoff. Mlscha
Elman, The Trapp Family Singers,
Kirsten Flagstad, Donald Dickson,
and Jan Smeierlin.
• • • •
Did you know that Dorothy
Maynor, the young Negro soprano.
I is a most versatile person? She
can play the French horn, she can
play the oboe, she can play the
, bassoon; she can read an orchesI tral score and conduct the same.
Early in the year Miss Maynor gave
I a recital in a university town, and

the following day was invited to
attend a rehearsal of the college
orchestra. "I had a grand timer,
she said when she returned. "They
let me conduct, and I played the
French horn for the flrst time in
some years. I had to give lt up
because I found it made my neck
swell, so I took up the oboe instead.
Perhaps playing the horn is what
has given me the breath control!
people speak of. It's easier, too,
i to sing with orchestra when you've
played in one. You know how to
count all those long rests that are
sometimes difficult!'’
• • • •
The last words in the diary of
Sir Arthur Sullivan, the composer
are these lines, written on the day
he died:
I "What a beautiful day! How I
hate to leave such a beautiful day!''

PORT CLYDE
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard of
Camden visited friends here Thurs
day.
Mrs. Alice Trussell entertained
Thursday the Misses Oilmon and
Whitehead of New York.
The Willing Workers met Tues
day with Mrs. Ada Brennan.
Lucy Biowfi and Walter Brown
of South Portland have returned
home after a visit with friends
here and in Martinsville.
Recent visitors at Miss Celia
Chadwicks were Mrs. Molly Sea
vey, Mrs John Holman and son
John Miss Helena Brown and Mr
and Mrs. Clyde Stanley of Mar
tinsville.

MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET
Just telephone 770, ask for the

Classified Ad Department and we
will Sell

that Car,

Rent

that

House, or Find Your Lost Dog.

TEL. 770

Emerson Sadler, long chief en
gineer of the U. S. C. O. Ilex, has
been transferred to Portland Light
Ship in the capacity of chief en
gineer. It is quite some change
for this far-ranging salt to be on
the bumpy end of a 153 fathom
chain with a 5-ton anchor on the
"Before and After." Above is the handsome City of Rockland in the
lower end.
heydev of her youth. Note thr beam house just aft of the stark, and below,
Ordinarily the layman thinks of
the naked walking beam to be seen today at "Little Misery."
a lightship as semi-immobile, but
this is far from true, for these
rugged outpost guides to naviga
tion have many times to fight for
their very lives. Portland Light
ship is an able vessel of 643 gross
tens, strongly powered and capable
of a 10 knot speed. The skipper,
Capt. Frank Hanna, admits of
Round Pond as his hailing port.
I He is a seaman of the colorful old
: school, genuinely loved by his men.
• • • •
Steamer Sieur des Monts, as
Oen. Mathews, was burned in
I Tebo Yacht Basin, in 1929
• • • •
In reply to the query concerning
the un-handsome Samoset, chief
Sadler hears on good authority
that she was sold to Florida lnter[ ests some years ago tor use on the
! river. Steam was taken out and
I rliocol

eiikctIf

Florida name, Everglades.
She
appears in the marine register of
1930 as “Everglades'- but still with
steam. A check up will be made in
a less crowded day.
• • • •
"Stella Plckert" as presented to
day will rouse many a nostalgic
memory among the old timers
down Deer Isle way who knew and
loved the old craft. She appears
in the rig of a tow boat, but her
chief function was to transport the
army of workers of Knowlton &
Thurlow and John L. Ooss Corp
across thc narrow waters from
Stonington to the quarries. Stella
Pickert served however ln innum
erable capacities and it is the hope
of the writer that her memory maystir some person to send in a
communication relating to her hey
day and her ultimate destiny.
She was built in 1884 in Bath,
On rightly named Little Misery Island, off Salem, may be viewed the
of 17 gross tons. She was 55 feet

dismal remains pictured above of what was once the proud steamer City
of Rockland. A study under the glass shows besides the walking beam and
its huge frame, boilers and other gear left in the charred and flooded hull
bv the wreckers. Photos by Dr. T. H. Eames.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Church News

Worship services will be con
ducted at the church Sunday at
10 30 a. m., and at 7 p. m. At the
morning service the pastor will
speak on the subject, "The Sin of

Indifference." The subject of the
evening service will be, “Man's
Greatest Mistake." Special music
will be furnished by the adult
choir in the morning service and
by the Young Peoples' choir and
orchestra in the evening. At 11.30
a. m„ the Church School meets for

.

Coming—another Deer
' vorite, .Creedmoor.

Isle fa-

study.
t A happy hour of fellowship ln
praise and prayer is held each
Wednesday at 7 o'clock.
The Young Peoples' C. E. will
meet Friday at 7 o’clock with Miss
Doris Patterson, the president, in
charge.

SPRUCE HEAD

RALPH P. CONANT
434 MAIN STREET,

CLOTHIER

FOR BOYS
SHAKER AND SPORT

SWEATERS
$1.00, $1.95, $2.95
KNICKERS, LONGIES
$1, $1.50, $1.95, $2.95
ZIPPER COATS AND
MACKINAWS
$2.95, $4.25, $5.95
LACE LEG PANTS
$1.95 to $3.00

ROCKLAND. MAINE

FOR MEN
Heavy Shaker
SWEATERS, 5 Colors
$2.95, $5.00
SPORT SWEATERS
$1.19 to $2.95
HUNTING COATS
$7.50 to $10.00
HUNTING PANTS
$3.00 to $5.00

Underwear of all kinds for Fall and Winter Wear at Lowest Prices
CARTERS WORK CLOTHES

Capt. and Mrs. Leland Morton
and Mrs. Morton's mother, Mrs.
Thumser returned Thursday to
Ozone Park, N. Y., after a Three
week's visit at the Morton Sum
mer home “Tide-over."
Miss Ethel Holbrook was guest
last weekend of Mrs. Alice Samp
son in North Haven.
Seth Batty is residing with Mr.
' and Mrs. Samuel Batty in Camden
land attending school there.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell were
business visitors Wednesday in
Rockland.
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest and Miss
! Marianna Shoglund and three
children of Wiley’s Corner were
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Charles Cleveland.
Lavon B. Godfrey of North
'Haven Is spending the Weekend
with his parents.

* THRILLING NEW BIGNESS
IN ALL MAJOR DIMENSIONS—The new
Chevrolet is SIZED UP beyond all
expectations, both inside and out—made
so impressively BIG and beautiful in
all ways that it marks a two-year

It’s a SIZE sensation ... a STYLE sensation ... a

DRIVE and RIDE sensation ft Bigger in all major

advance in one.

★ NEW LONGER WHEELBASE

dimensions both inside and out ... with 3" longer

wheelbase—making Chevrolet for '41
“the longest car the leader has ever built.”

wheelbase and 3-couple roominess in all sedan models

★ DASHING NEW "ARISTO-

☆ With dashing new TAristostyle” design and

A full 3 inches have been added to the

STYLE” DESIGN

longer, larger, more luxurious Fisher Bodies that set

WITH CONCEALED SAFETY-STEPS AT EACH
DOOR—Featuring a massive new
“Yankee Clipper” grille—swifter,
smoother, smarter lines—two-tone colors
on all Special De Luxe models*.

the new style for the new year ft With a mighty 90h.p.Valve-in-Head “Victory” Enginethatlifts perform

♦OPTIONAL. AT SMAU. EXTRA COST

* DE LUXE KNEE-ACTION ON
ALL MODELS
WITH BALANCED SPRINGING FRONT AND
REAR AND IMPROVED SHOCKPROOF STEER
ING—Bringing you and your family big
car comfort, big car roadability, big car
safety!

★ ORIGINAL VACUUM-POWER
SHIFT—AT NO

EXTRA COST

BUILT AS ONLY CHEVROLET BUILDS IT80 % automatic, requiring only 20%
driver effort. Refined and developed to
the point where it’s recognized as “the
world's easiest gearshift.”

* LONGER, LARGER, WIDER
FISHER BODIES
WITH NO DRAFT VENTILATION - With
more foot room, more shoulder room,
more seating room—with "3-couple
roominess'’ in sedan models—with wider
windshield and increased driver vision.

* 90-H.P. VALVE-IN-HEAD
"VICTORY" ENGINE
Bringing you even more power, even
more durability—and even greater
over-all economy — than the famous
Chevrolet engine which last year out
perform ;d all others in its field.

* SAFE-T-SPECIAL HYDRAULIC
BRAKES

ance and lowers costs "fa It’s the new low-price leader

Designed to stop quicker with less driver
effort—to be completely under driver
control—to last longer—and, above all,
to be truly equafited and truly safe
at all times,

by the builder of leaders...CHEVROLET...holder of first

Hus

many mere outstanding comfort,
safety and convenience features.

place in motor car sales for 9 out of the last 10 years!

^CHEVROLET'S the LEADER
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

EYtfyir..

tP\uy <t!

CARROLL'S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER'S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ME.

UNION, ME.

